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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
This dissertation presents an origami-inspired manufacturing and an additive
manufacturing platform for the fabrication of 3D shapes of porous carbide material using
renewable biopolymers as the carbon source. Porous carbide materials possess interesting
properties including low density, high surface area, high chemical inertness, high oxidation
resistance, adjustable electrical conductivity, and high mechanical properties. Due to such
properties, they are used in different applications such as high temperature filters, catalytic
support, thermal insulators and structural materials. The state-of-the-art to manufacture
porous carbide materials includes direct foaming and templating methods. However,
shaping of porous materials with these techniques relies on the use of molds, which restricts
the shape complexity of the fabricated parts. Furthermore, most of the carbon precursors
used in the current fabrication methods are polymers synthesized from non-renewable
petroleum, which leads to a non-environment-friendly synthesis process of carbide
materials. Different biopolymers including gelatin, chitosan and glucose have been
demonstrated for a sustainable approach for the synthesis of carbide materials by previous
authors. However, these synthesis approaches were limited only to the production of
carbide nanoparticles. No method was reported so far for the fabrication of 3D shapes of
porous carbide materials using the biopolymeric approaches. Hence, in this dissertation, I
intend to develop manufacturing platforms which allow for the fabrication of 3D complex
shapes of carbide materials using renewable biopolymers to achieve an environmentfriendly process.
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The scientific contributions of this dissertation are (i) use of the biopolymers for fabrication
of 3D parts of porous carbide materials, (ii) development of an origami-inspired
manufacturing platform to fabricate lightweight 3D complex shapes of carbonaceous
materials which includes carbon and carbide, (iii) additive manufacturing of porous carbide
material using extrusion-based 3D printing of a gel composite. Both the manufacturing
processes are based on the basic process of mixing the biopolymers with a metal precursor,
shape such composite using the mentioned techniques and heat treat such shapes to
synthesize a metal carbide. During heat treatment, the biopolymers carbonize, reduce a
metal from the precursor and finally carbon and metal react to originate a carbide. The
renewable biopolymers that are used here as carbon precursors are carrageenan from
seaweed, chitin from shrimp shells and cellulose from plants. The dissertation is organized
in 3 parts: a) characterization of carbide synthesis from different renewable precursors, b)
folding of a functionalized cellulose paper using origami techniques, and c) additive
manufacturing of porous carbide using a biopolymer gel composite. Here, I focus on the
development of tungsten carbide. In the first part I explored different biopolymers for the
synthesis of WC. The parameters of interest were the proportion of the biopolymer to the
tungsten precursor, the synthesis temperature, dwell time and heating rate. Synthesis
temperature was proved to be the most influential parameter on the synthesis of WC
followed by the ratio of the precursors. The biopolymers yield a porous WC with a purity
>96% at a synthesis temperature of 1300 °C, when compared to a temperature >1400 °C
used in the industrial synthesis methods. Furthermore, the grain size of the WC obtained
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from these biopolymers ranges from 20 nm – 60 nm, which is advantageous when
compared to a grain size >100 nm obtained in the industrial synthesis processes.
In the second part I present origami-inspired manufacturing by using the cellulosic
precursor utilizing its ability to fold into different origami structures. Along with the
origami inspired manufacturing of porous WC, I explored the fabrication of carbonized
paper as well to understand the effect of carbonization on the folded carbon precursor itself.
Significant shrinkage occurred during the heat treatment process, which was attributed to
the material release during the heat treatment and the structural mechanics of the origami
structure. The carbonaceous origami structures featured low density and considerable
mechanical properties, which compares advantageously to most of the lightweight cellular
materials. In the third part, additive manufacturing of a gel composite featuring iotacarrageenan, chitin and tungsten oxide nanoparticles is presented. Heat treatment of such
3D printed gel composites yielded to 3D complex shapes of porous WC. Shrinkage of the
3D printed parts was characterized at each step of the fabrication. The 3D printed WC parts
featured a density less than 3% of the bulk WC material. The parameter explored in this
study was the layer thickness, as it is shown to be the most influential parameter in
mechanical properties of 3D printed parts. The elastic modulus and compressive strength
exhibited an increasing trend with the increase in the layer thickness. However, use of
water as the solvent resulted in limitations in the 3D printing process, which includes
inability to fabricate overhang or suspended structures. Future work includes finding a
solvent that can replace the water to form the gel composite to facilitate fabrication of
cellular lattice strictures, which is expected to show high mechanical properties at a very
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low density. The 3D shapes of porous WC fabricated in these manufacturing techniques
have immense potential in different applications such as structural batteries, structural
filters in harsh environments and lightweight structural material.
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INTRODUCTION

3D architectures of ceramic materials are emerging class of materials in modern
engineering applications due to their structural rigidity, lightweight, and capability to
function in harsh working environments [1–3]. The 3D structures of these materials
integrate the structural properties with the properties of the constituent solids, which
exhibits advantageous performance/weight ratio when compared to the typical monolithic
bulk materials. Porous metal carbides are one of the preferable choices to manufacture such
3D architectures due to their interesting material properties. These material properties
include high melting point, high mechanical properties, high electrical conductivity,
excellent chemical stability, low thermal expansion co-efficient [4]. Properties of different
bulk metal carbides are summarized in Table 1.1. Porous structure of carbide adds several
other interesting features along with these material properties such as low density, high
surface to volume ratio, and high specific strength. These properties have enabled the use
of porous metal carbides in applications such as filters [5], catalysts [6,7], fuel cells [8],
batteries [9,10] and erosion resistant materials for aerospace components [11].

1

Table 1.1: Properties of bulk metal carbides. The values are for room temperature
condition [4].

Metal
carbide

Density
(g/cm3)

Microhardness
(GPa)

Melting
point
(°C)

Young’s
modulus
(GPa)

Heat
conductivity
(Wm-1K-1)

Thermal
expansion
coefficient
(10-6 K-1)

SiC

3.21

20

2830

700

120.0

4.0

0.1

TiC

4.93

28

3067

450

28.9

8.5

100

WC

15.72

23

2776

707

19.0

3.9

17

ZrC

6.46

25

3420

350

24.6

7.5

75

HfC

12.3

20

3930

420

25.1

6.1

67

VC0.88

5.36

26

2650

430

26.8

7.2

69

NbC

7.78

18

3610

340

27.0

6.6

20

TaC

14.48

16

3985

290

22.1

6.3

15

Cr3C2

6.68

27

1810

380

14.0

10.3

75

Mo2C

9.18

17

2520

530

15.0

7.8

57

Electrical
resistivity
(µΩ cm)

The current state-of-the-art to manufacture porous carbides includes the direct foaming
method [12] and the template method [13]. Shaping of the porous carbide materials into
3D shapes in such methods mostly relies on the use of a mold [14]. The disadvantage of
using a mold is the fact that the shape of the final product is limited by the mold. Any
change in the dimension or geometry of a part requires a manufacturing of a new mold,
which is already an expensive process. Furthermore, 3D complex shapes are extremely
challenging to fabricate in this current state-of-the art, because fabrication of a 3D complex
mold is already a challenge. Hence, there is need for an inexpensive manufacturing
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technique which can eliminate the use of molding and enable manufacturing of 3D complex
shapes.
The industrial production of the metal carbide parts mostly relies on the carbothermal
reduction reaction (CRR). This reaction uses an excess of carbon and an inert atmosphere
to reduce metal oxides to metals and then react them with carbon to generate their
carbide [15,16]. The current sources of carbon in the CRR method include petroleum based
carbon (carbon black, petroleum coke, asphalt), coal products, graphite mining and other
mineral resources [17–20]. These carbon precursors are produced from incomplete
combustion of petroleum which belong to the family of non-renewable resources. For
example, in the United States alone, the usage of carbon black for the production of carbide
materials is around 2 million metric tons, which needs the consumption of around 450
million of gallons of petroleum oil [21–23]. Such high demand comes from different
industries such as carbide manufacturing and tire production. The use of the petroleum
products is one of the main reasons for the greenhouse gas emission which has many
negative effects on the environment including climate change, melt down of glaciers, and
loss of biodiversity [24–26]. Therefore, there is a global push for alternative carbon
sources, which should be renewable and sustainable for the planet.
This dissertation presents an origami-inspired manufacturing and an additive
manufacturing platform for the fabrication of 3D complex shapes of porous carbide by
using renewable biopolymers as the carbon source. We focus on synthesizing tungsten
carbide (WC) in this work. The origami-inspired manufacturing uses a cellulosic precursor
due to its ability to fold into 3D origami shapes. The additive manufacturing is
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demonstrated using a water-based biopolymer gel composite utilizing its ability of layerby-layer deposition. To enable these manufacturing platforms to fabricate 3D complex
shapes of porous WC from renewable biopolymers, we first optimize the conditions for
synthesis of porous WC from the renewable biopolymers in carbothermal reduction
reaction. We present detailed microstructural characterization of the synthesized WC from
the biopolymers. Using the synthesis conditions for the porous WC, we develop the
origami-inspired manufacturing and the additive manufacturing platform to fabricate 3D
complex shapes of porous WC.
Origami is an ancient art of paper folding, where 3D complex architecture can be fabricated
from a flat piece of paper by folding the paper along prescribed creases [27–29].
Traditionally, the original purpose of origami is for recreational and artistic purpose [30].
However, in the last four decades, origami has gained significant scientific and
technological interest among the scientific community given its simplicity and versatility
in terms of both design and fabrication [31–35]. The advantage of the origami-inspired
manufacturing is the fact that origami structures are programmable and capable to feature
excellent mechanical properties for lightweight applications [36–38]. Here I present a
manufacturing technique to enable versatile origami shaping of carbonaceous materials
that can withstand the rigors of harsh environments. This origami-inspired manufacturing
of the carbonaceous materials will provide new opportunities for developing origami-based
lightweight materials with properties programmed specifically to address performance
applications.
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Another popular method to manufacture 3D architectures is additive manufacturing or
popularly known as 3D printing, in which a shape is fabricated using layer-by-layer
deposition of a material, in a bottom up manufacturing operation. Additive manufacturing
allows for the fabrication of 3D parts with complex geometrical features that are difficult
to manufacture using traditional machining techniques [39]. Examples of such geometrical
features include porous honeycomb structures for particulate filters in the exhaust of
automobile engines [40]. A wide range of materials ranging from polymers to ceramics can
be used to fabricate 3D parts in additive manufacturing [41]. However, the fabrication of
3D parts of carbide materials mostly relies on laser-sintering based additive manufacturing
[42], which is a complex and expensive process when compared to traditional material
extrusion based additive manufacturing. Here, I present the fabrication of 3D parts of
porous WC using extrusion based additive manufacturing of a biopolymer gel composite
followed by a heat-treatment process.
The carbon precursor material I use here for the fabrication of 3D parts of porous carbide
material are biopolymers. Biopolymers are renewable and abundant in nature. They have
been used in different applications for sustainable consumptions. As biopolymers are
mainly hydrocarbons, biopolymers have been used as a carbon source in various
applications [43,44]. The biopolymers can be easily pyrolyzed and converted to carbon.
Such carbon can replace the use of petroleum-based carbon in different applications. For
an example, in the United States, it is estimated that if the biopolymers are used as a source
of carbon at its full potential, it can save up to a third of current petroleum consumption in
energy applications by 2030 [45]. However, large quantities of the biopolymers are either
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burned in open air or left as environmental waste. For the sustainability of the world, it is
important to utilize such environmental waste. Along with the environmental impact, the
use of biopolymers as a carbon source has socio-economic impact. The sources of specific
biopolymers are cultivated for commercial production of the biopolymers which are used
mainly in the food industry. An example is the sea-weed industry in Indonesia and the
Philippines for production of carrageenan [46]. Hence, the use of the biopolymers as a
carbon source will have a further positive impact on the socio-economic conditions of these
countries. Different biopolymers including gelatin, chitosan and sucrose have been
demonstrated for synthesis of metal carbides [47–49]. However, the carbide synthesis from
these biopolymers is only limited to the formation of carbide nanoparticles.
Therefore, the contributions of this dissertation are: (1) the use of biopolymers for the
fabrication of 3D complex shapes of porous carbide materials; (2) development of an
origami-inspired manufacturing platform for the fabrication of lightweight 3D complex
shapes of porous carbonaceous materials; (3) additive manufacturing of porous WC using
extrusion- based 3D printing of a biopolymer gel.
The work presented here is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents a general background
on the two main topics of this dissertation: synthesis of carbide and 3D shaping of porous
carbide. Chapter 2 provides the details of the synthesis and characterization of tungsten
carbide using different fibrous biopolymers as the bio-template as well as the carbon
source. Chapter 3 details the characterization of the WC synthesized while using a
biopolymer gel composite as the precursor material. Chapter 4 presents the details of the
origami-inspired manufacturing of the carbonaceous materials including carbon and WC
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using cellulosic paper as the precursor material. Chapter 5 one details the fabrication of 3D
shapes of porous WC using an additive manufacturing platform. Lastly, a conclusion and
future work of this dissertation is presented at the last section of this dissertation.
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Chapter 1: Background
The focus of this dissertation is to establish advanced manufacturing platforms for
fabrication of 3D shapes of porous carbide materials. The important features of this
dissertation are: (1) the carbon sources used in the carbide synthesis are renewable
biopolymers, (2) the carbides are of porous nature, (3) the parts I tend to fabricate here
feature 3D complex architecture. The synthesis of the metal carbide from these
biopolymers relies on the carbothermal reduction reaction mechanism.
To assess the importance of this dissertation, I present a detailed background of the points
mentioned above in this chapter. I first provide a general overview of the synthesis
mechanism for metal carbide in carbothermal reduction reaction. A brief overview of the
traditional methods is presented next for synthesis of porous carbide using the carbothermal
reduction reaction. Next, I review the biopolymers which have been used so far for
synthesis of porous carbide material. In the last section, I present the techniques so far used
to fabricate 3D parts of porous carbides.

1.1. Synthesis mechanism of metal carbide in carbothermal reduction
reaction
In carbothermal reduction reaction (CRR), a metal oxide (MxOy) is generally used as the
metal precursor and heat treated in high temperature in presence of carbon [50]. Different
other metal precursors have been also used for the synthesis of a metal carbide (MC) in
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CRR method. However, these metal precursors reduce to the metal oxide during the heat
treatment. Carbon black is the most popular carbon source in the industrial process to
produce metal carbides via CRR method. However, different polymeric carbon precursors
have been also investigated in the CRR method to produce metal carbides. During heat
treatment, these polymeric carbon precursors decomposes to a carbon rich material by a
temperature when the metal precursor also reduces to the metal oxide. This temperature is
typically in the range 400 °C – 500 °C [51–53]. Hence, the CRR starts with the metal oxide
and the carbon material.
The CRR involves two steps: reduction step and carburization step. In the reduction step,
the metal oxide gets reduced to the metal nanoparticle in the presence of carbon. Once, the
metal oxide is completely reduced, it is expected to be surrounded by carbon material. At
higher temperature, the surrounding carbon diffuses into the metal particle and carburizes
the metal particle to from metal carbide. The chemical reactions that occur during the
reduction and carburization steps can be summarized by Equations 1.1 and 1.2 respectively.
𝑀𝑥 𝑂𝑦 + 𝑦𝐶 → 𝑥𝑀 + 𝑦𝐶𝑂

Equation 1.1

𝑀 + 𝐶 → 𝑀𝐶

Equation 1.2

In this dissertation, I focus on synthesizing tungsten carbide (WC). Therefore, I further
elaborate the discussion of the synthesis mechanism of WC in detail. The synthesis
mechanism of WC from solid state reaction of tungsten trioxide (WO3) and carbon in CRR
is extensively studied by Venables and Brown [54,55]. The CRR begins in a temperature
range 600 – 780 °C [56]. However, this starting temperature depends on the grain size of
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the reacting materials, impurity contents and the reaction environment. The reduction
process of the WO3 is illustrated in the Figure 1.1. At the starting state of the reduction
process, the WO3 particles are surrounded by carbon. Because of that, direct reduction of
WO3 occurs by the solid carbon which is in direct contact of the oxide particle. During this
direct reduction process, the solid carbon reacts with the oxygen atom of WO3 and forms
gaseous CO. Due to the formation of gaseous CO, a shell of porous WO2 is formed around
the remaining of the WO3 particle. During the formation of WO2, several other intermediate
oxide phases such as W20O58 and W18O49 can be formed as well [57]. At such condition,
the solid carbon cannot get direct contact with the WO3. Hence, further reduction occurs
due to the diffusion of the gaseous CO. The CO diffuses through the porous shell of WO 2
and reacts with the non-porous WO3 to form WO2 and gaseous CO2. With increasing
temperature, the diffusion rate increases and the unreacted WO3 core shrinks and produces
more porous WO2. Eventually the whole WO3 get reduced and forms porous WO2. Next
the porous WO2 starts reducing to metallic W by both solid carbon and gaseous CO. The
reduction rate of WO2 to W is faster than WO3 to WO2 because of higher diffusion rate of
CO thanks to the porous nature of WO2. Finally at a temperature around 900 °C, the
reduction to metallic W is completed [55]. The reactions that occurs during this reduction
process can be summarized by Equations 1.3-1.6 [55,57].
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𝑊𝑂3 + 𝐶 → 𝑊𝑂2 + 𝐶𝑂 (𝑔)

Equation 1.3

𝑊𝑂3 + 𝐶𝑂 (𝑔) → 𝑊𝑂2 + 𝐶𝑂2 (𝑔)

Equation 1.4

𝑊𝑂2 + 2𝐶𝑂 (𝑔) → 𝑊 + 2𝐶𝑂2 (𝑔)

Equation 1.5

𝐶𝑂2 (𝑔) + 𝐶 → 2𝐶𝑂(𝑔)

Equation 1.6

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the reduction process of WO3 in presence of carbon during the
carbothermal reduction reaction for WC synthesis [56].

Once all the WO3 get reduced to metallic W, the carburization of the metallic W starts.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the carburization process of the metallic W. At the end of the
reduction process, the tungsten particles are expected to be surrounded by the carbon. The
reaction starts with the formation of activated carbon at the surface of the W particle. The
activated carbon starts diffusing into the W particle to form a shell of WC. Once the shell
of WC is formed, the diffusion rate of activated carbon slows [56]. Because of the slow
diffusion, the inner metallic W forms a metastable hemicarbide phase W 2C. Now the
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activated carbon diffuses through WC and W2C shell to reach the core W. With increasing
temperature, the diffusion rate increases and the shell for WC and W2C also increases.
Eventually the inner W core carburizes to W2C. Higher temperature facilitates further
diffusion of the activated carbon through the WC shell and causes complete carburization
of the interior W2C to form a complete WC particle. The reaction involved in the
carburization steps are expressed by the Equations 1.7-1.9 [58].
𝑊 + 𝐶 → 𝑊𝐶

Equation 1.7

2𝑊 + 𝐶 → 𝑊2 𝐶

Equation 1.8

𝑊2 𝐶 + 𝐶 → 2𝑊𝐶

Equation 1.9

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the carburization process of metallic tungsten particle during WC
synthesis via carbothermal reduction reaction [56].

1.2. Methods for synthesis of porous carbide material
The synthesis methods for porous carbide material is extensively reviewed by Borchardt et
al [14]. The strategies used to synthesize porous carbide materials in industries can be
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categorized in three main strategies: (i) polymeric template method, (ii) direct foaming
method, and (iii) sacrificial template method. All the three strategies are illustrated in the
Figure 1.3 and described briefly in following sections.

1.2.1. Polymeric template method
In the polymeric template method, a flexible polymeric cellular pre-form is used as a
template. The cellular pre-form is generally made of polyurethane, polystyrene, cellulose
or latex [14]. The cellular pre-form is then infiltrated with a carbide slurry. The slurry is
prepared by mixing carbide particles with a binder. The choice of binder is important here,
as it ensures the attractive interaction of the slurry with the template material. The amount
of binder is also important, as it determines the rheology of the slurry necessary to infiltrate
the template. In some cases, a precursor solution is preferred instead of the carbide slurry.
In such cases, the choice of the solvent is important for impregnation to the polymeric preform. Once proper infiltration of the slurry or the precursor solution is achieved into the
cellular pre-form, the green body is dried, and heat treated in high temperature. The high
temperature process burns out the template material. In case of the slurry-based infiltration,
the heat treatment process sinters the carbide particles. For precursor solution, the heat
treatment facilitates the reaction between the precursors to synthesize carbide followed by
sintering of the synthesized carbides. The cellular carbide obtained in such process is called
reticulated carbide. The polymeric template method allows for produce carbide parts
featuring high porosity and open cell structures. Carbides featuring a porosity >90% can
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be produced in this method. Such carbides are preferable for applications such as filters
and lightweight structural materials [59]. However, the heat treatment process should be
controlled precisely in this method. High heating ramp during the heat treatment may
induce excessive thermal stress to the cellular structure, which causes defects in the final
carbide structures.
1.2.2 Direct foaming method
Direct foaming is achieved by generating bubbles in a liquid precursor slurry. Most
common method to generate bubbles in the liquid precursor is gas injection during
mechanical stirring of the liquid precursors. Another method is to add blowing agents such
as volatile liquids or decomposable solids in the liquid precursor [12]. Bubble generation
can be further achieved by chemical reaction resulting in gaseous substances such as
hydrogen or water vapor [60]. Once bubbles are generated in the liquid precursor, the
precursor material is stabilized to maintain the porous morphology. The stabilization of the
green body can be achieved by different methods such as cross-linking, polymerization,
and freezing [14]. The stabilized green body is further heat treated at high temperature to
obtain a porous network of carbide material. A carbide material with a wide range of pore
sizes and a porosity up to 95% can be achieved in this method. The advantage of this
process is capability to produce dense and defect free carbide struts, which makes the foam
structure stronger compared to the porous structure obtained in polymeric replica method
[59]. However, the growth of the bubbles needs to be controlled in the direct foaming
method. Faster growth rate induces stress to the struts resulting in fracturing the struts.
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1.2.3. Sacrificial template method
In the sacrificial template method, a sacrificial template material such as mesoporous silica
is dissolved within a liquid precursor solution. After drying, the precursor solution is heattreated at high temperature to produce carbide material. During the heat treatment, the
template material remains unreacted. Upon synthesis of the carbide material, the template
material is removed by dissolving by highly corrosive acids such as hydrofluoric acid [61].
Removal of the sacrificial template material generates porous structure in the carbide
material. The main advantage of this method is precise control over the total porosity, shape
of the pores and the amount of open and closed pores in the material [14]. The pore size
obtained in this method ranges from 1 µm to 700 µm and a porosity ranging from 15% to
95% can be achieved in this method. However, the choice of the template material is
important, because the sacrificial material should remain unreacted with the other precursor
materials at high temperature. This criterion limits the choices for the template material.
Furthermore, use of acidic environment to dissolve the sacrificial material demands high
precautions for safety purpose of the user.
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Figure 1.3: Different strategies for the fabrication of porous carbide material [14].

1.3. Biopolymers used for synthesis of porous metal carbide
1.3.1. Biomorphic route
Biomorphic route is basically a polymeric template method, where a biological preform is
used as the template material. However, here the biological template also serves as the
source of carbon required for carbide synthesis. Furthermore, instead of a carbide slurry, a
metal precursor is infiltrated into the biological template, which provides the metal for the
carbothermal reduction reaction. Several researchers used this biomorphic synthesis
method to introduce natural porosity to the ceramic matrix. The biomorphic synthesis has
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been studied in the last two decades, especially for the synthesis of biomorphic SiC from
wood preform. Wood is a composite of three major biopolymeric constituents, which are
cellulose, lignin and hemicellulose [62,63]. Other minor constituents include fat, oil, wax,
sugar and alcaloids. The synthesis of biomorphic SiC includes carbonization of the wood
preform in an inert atmosphere at a temperature more than 700 °C. During this
carbonization step, the constituent biopolymers decompose to carbon and form a biocarbon template. The bio-carbon template is further impregnated with silica sol by vacuum
or pressure infiltration process. The silica impregnated bio-carbon is heat treated in inert
atmosphere at a temperature in a range 1400 °C – 1600 °C to produce SiC through
carbothermal reduction reaction. This process was first demonstrated by Ota et al. [64]
using oak wood. Later on, several researchers adapted this method to synthesize
biomorphic SiC from different other woods such as oak, maple, beech, ebony, balsa, pine,
and bamboo to achieve different degree of porosity naturally [65–69]. The biomorphic
synthesis process was further demonstrated for synthesis of other metal carbides. Sieber et
al. converted pine wood into titanium carbide by chemical vapor infiltration reaction
process [70]. Rambo et al. reported the synthesis of TiC and ZrC ceramics from pine wood
preform by infiltration of Ti- and Zr- alkoxides [71].

1.3.2. Biopolymer gel route
A recent approach that has been gaining attention for synthesis of metal carbides, is use of
organic gelators. A biopolymer gel is used in this process to disperse the suitable metal
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precursor within a homogeneous gel precursor. Biopolymer gel helps to control the
nucleation and growth of the metal carbide [47]. Upon heat treatment, the metal precursor
reduces to metal and the gel decomposes to carbon simultaneously surrounding the metal
nanoparticle. The surrounding carbon prevents the metal nanoparticle from sintering to the
neighbor metal nanoparticles. On further heating, the surrounding carbon can diffuse into
the metal nanoparticle to start forming metal carbide. Figure 1.4 illustrates the reaction
mechanism to from metal carbide from the biopolymer gel route. Different gel forming
biopolymers have been used so far for the carbide synthesis. Markus Antonietti and his
group demonstrated a generalized synthesis process for different metal carbide using an
urea-based gel [72,73]. In brief, they dissolved a metal salt in an alcohol solvent to obtain
a clear solution. Urea was added to the alcoholic solution to achieve a specific molar ratio
of the precursor material necessary for the synthesis of carbide material. The solution was
stirred continuously to achieve a clear gel. The gel was heat treated in a nitrogen
atmosphere at high temperature higher or equal to 800 °C. Upon heat treatment,
nanomaterials of metal carbides were obtained. Using this method, they demonstrated
synthesis of tungsten carbide (WC), molybdenum carbide (Mo2C), chromium carbide
(Cr3C2) and niobium carbide (NbC).
Schnepp et al. reported synthesis of highly magnetic iron carbide nanoparticles from a
gelatin and chitosan-based gel [47]. They added an aqueous solution of iron acetate to
aqueous solutions of the biopolymer with fast stirring to form the gel. The gel was calcined
at 650 °C with a heating rate of 2 °C/min in a nitrogen atmosphere. The iron carbide
nanoparticles obtained after the heat treatment featured a mean particle diameter of 20 nm.
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Holgate et al. demonstrated use of chitosan gel for synthesis of WC-Co nanoparticles [74].
They mixed ammonium tungstate and cobalt nitrate to a solution of chitosan and cast it on
a petri-dish to form gel. The gel was heat treated at 900 °C in nitrogen atmosphere to obtain
WC-Co nanoparticles featuring an average diameter of 80 ± 20 nm. However, presence of
metallic tungsten (W) and tungsten hemicarbide (W2C) could be observed in the XRD
pattern of the synthesized material.
Patra et al. used Gum Karaya (GK) as the gel forming biopolymer for the synthesis of
zirconium carbide (ZrC) [75]. They dissolved GK in distilled water and added zirconyl
oxychloride octahydrate to the solution. The solution was stirred for 3 hours at 60 °C with
the presence of sodium hydroxide to form a gel. The gel was dried, and heat treated at 1500
°C in argon atmosphere to synthesize ZrC. The ZrC featured average crystallite size of ~40
nm.
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Figure 1.4: The schematic to illustrate the reaction mechanism for the synthesis of metal
carbide via biopolymer gel route [47].

1.4. Fabrication of 3D shapes of porous carbide material
Use of biopolymers to obtain a shaped 3D structure of porous carbide is still not explored.
The biopolymer gel route is limited to synthesis of carbide nanoparticles only. The
biomorphic carbide synthesis can be considered as an existing method to obtain 3D shape
of porous carbon from biopolymers. This is because the carbide material obtained in the
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biomorphic synthesis retains the structure of the precursor wood material [76]. However,
no report is available on manufacturing of different shapes of porous carbide using the
biomorphic route. Hence, here we review the methods to fabricate 3D shapes of the porous
carbide with traditional carbon precursors.
The traditional method to fabricate 3D shapes of porous carbide is incomplete sintering
method [77]. In this method, a slurry is prepared using coarse carbide grains with a
carbonaceous binder. The slurry is molded into 3D shapes using an external mold. The
molded green body is sintered at a temperature as high as 2000 °C. Partial sintering is
performed by controlling the sinter pressure to achieve a porous network of carbide.
An alternating method that is adopted by different industries for the manufacturing of 3D
shapes of porous carbide is converting a porous shaped carbon material into porous shaped
carbide material via gas-solid phase reaction [78]. Mainly SiC is being produced in this
method so far. In this method, an inert gas carries a gas phase silicon precursor through a
porous carbon at high temperature. The silicon precursor infiltrates the porous network of
carbon and reacts with the carbon to form SiC [79]. The synthesis temperature is kept below
1400 °C to prevent excessive sintering of the SiC grains.
Nguyen and Pham developed self-bonded SiC synthesis method to fabricate 3D shapes of
porous SiC [80]. In this method, a green body is prepared by mechanically mixing a
metallic silicon, carbon (carbon black, Cabot, and a high carbon yield carbon binder as
carbon precursors) and temporary binders such as methyl cellulose, polyvinyl alcohol,
sodium silicate, and SiO2 sol followed by shaping using standard technologies such as
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extrusion, spheronisation, granulation and pelletizing. To fabricated open cell 3D
structures, a replica method is used here. A slurry is prepared using the raw materials with
an increased amount of binder to achieve the required rheology. A polyurethane foam is
then coated by this slurry. The green body is dried overnight followed by a heat treatment
at 1360 °C. During the heat treatment, the high carbon yield binder is carbonized to form
amorphous carbon which binds the carbon black and metallic silicon. At temperature
>1000 °C, the silicon reacts with the carbon to form SiC. After the formation of SiC, the
SiC is subjected to a heat treatment in oxygen at 800 °C to burn out excess carbon present
in the material. Examples of the 3D shapes of carbide produced in this method are shown
in Figure 1.5a.

Figure 1.5: Self-bonded SiC in various 3D shapes [80].
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CHAPTER 2: Synthesis of carbide from fibrous biopolymers
The focus of this is dissertation is fabrication of 3D shapes of porous carbide material. To
fabricate the 3D shapes, I employ commercially available biopolymers as the carbon
precursor in the synthesis of the porous carbide. Use of biopolymers offers a sustainable
approach in various applications. As mentioned in the Introduction of this dissertation,
biopolymers have a strong impact on the energy applications as a sustainable and
renewable precursor of carbon. The use of biopolymers for production of carbide materials
is detailed in Chapter 1.
One of the manufacturing techniques, I am focusing in this dissertation, is the origamiinspired manufacturing. As origami is a paper-folding technique, it is important to choose
a biopolymeric pre-form which can be easily creased and folded into different origami
shapes. A paper pre-form containing fibrous network of biopolymer is suitable for such
origami-inspired manufacturing. Here I use three different types of biopolymeric paper
which can be used to fabricate 3D complex shapes of carbide. The biopolymeric papers
include pure cellulosic chromatography (CG) paper, bacterial cellulose sheet and rice
paper.
The constituent biopolymer for both cellulosic paper and bacterial cellulose sheet is
cellulose. Cellulose is the most abundant biopolymer on the earth. Cellulose is synthesized
by plants, algae, tunicated sea animals and some bacteria [81,82]. Hence, cellulose is
considered as one of the important renewable biopolymers for replacement of petroleum
based non-renewable resources [83,84].
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The main constituent of rice paper is starch [85]. Starch is the second most abundant
biopolymer available in nature. It is mainly produced by the plants as their source of stored
energy. Starch can be found in plant roots, stalks, crops such as rice, wheat, tapioca, corn
and potato [86]. Starch is extracted from the plants by wet grinding, sieving and drying or
by one or more chemical processes to achieve specific properties [87]. The annual
production of starch in the year 2000 was estimated to be 48.5 million tons [88]. Hence,
based on the huge demand and well-established manufacturing industry, starch can be
considered as another important renewable biopolymer as an alternative to petroleum based
non-renewable precursors.
Before going into the detail for the fabrication of the 3D parts using origami-inspired
manufacturing process, it is important to optimize the conditions to synthesize carbide
material using these fibrous biopolymers. Hence, in this chapter, I study the impact of the
synthesis conditions on the synthesis of the porous carbide from the fibrous biopolymers.
The general methodology I use here to optimize the synthesis conditions is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. The fibrous biopolymers are infiltrated with suitable metal precursor and heat
treated at high temperature in inert atmosphere. The basic principle is to first carbonize the
biopolymer, then reduce the metal precursor to metal and finally react the excess carbon
with the metal to obtain its carbide. As mentioned earlier, I focus on the synthesis of
tungsten carbide (WC) in this dissertation. The synthesis conditions I seek to optimize here
are: (1) amount of metal precursor needed to obtain pure carbide material, (2) synthesis
temperature, and (3) heating rate. The optimized synthesis conditions will be further used
during the fabrication of the 3D shapes of porous carbides from these biopolymers.
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Figure 2.1: The general methodology used in this work for synthesis of carbide from
biopolymers.
In this chapter, I first study the carbonization of the biopolymers in terms of the material
composition and microstructural properties of the carbonized samples. Further I investigate
the synthesis of WC from these biopolymers using an aqueous solution of tungsten
precursor. Finally, I continue in-detail optimization of the synthesis conditions and study
the effect of the synthesis conditions on the microstructural properties of the synthesized
WC materials.

2.1. Experimental section
2.1.1. Materials
Pure cellulose chromatography (CG) paper (Fisherbrand Chromatography Paper, Cat. No.
05-714-1) with thickness of 0.19 mm was used for this work. The CG paper is composed
of randomly oriented cellulose fibers featuring average fiber diameter of 17.48 ± 3.06 μm.
The cellulose fibers are originally derived from wood pulp. The cellulose fibers derived
from the wood pulp originally feature a hollow structure having a lumen diameter ranging
from 8 µm to 12 µm [89]. During paper manufacturing, the lumen of fibers is likely to be
collapsed by different amounts [90]. The BC pellicle was prepared following the synthesis
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procedure in previous reports [91,92]. The BC pellicle is a dense mesh of cellulose
nanofibers having an average fiber diameter of 80.09 ± 16.85 nm. BC possesses higher
purity and high degree of crystallinity while compared to plant cellulose [93]. The rice
paper used here is a commercial grade edible rice paper. The commercial name of the rice
paper used here is Banh Trang. The edible rice paper is prepared from rice flour, the
primary component of which is starch [85].
An aqueous solution of ammonium metatungstate (AMT) was used as the tungsten
precursor in this work. Solution based precursors have been shown to be a preferable choice
for infiltration into cellular template materials [13,51,94]. Nanoparticle based suspensions
are not preferred in the case of fibrous template-based synthesis. This is because the high
uncertainly of homogenous infiltration and high chances of clogging small pores between
the fibers. AMT has been shown to be a preferable choice for solution based tungsten
precursor in different WC synthesis articles because of its easy solubility in water [95–97].
The AMT used in our work was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Cat. No. 463922).

2.1.2. Experimental process
AMT was added to ultra-pure water to obtain an aqueous solution of AMT with
concentration of 20% (wt%). The different precursors were immersed in the 20% AMT
solution for 15 minutes for infiltration and introduced in a tube furnace (TF1700, Across
International, USA) for heat treatment in wet condition.
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The biopolymers infiltrated with AMT were heat treated in a vacuum environment
(vacuum pressure = -762 Torr). The heating protocol was: (i) heating from room
temperature to 300 °C with a heating ramp of 5 °C/min; (ii) dwell at 300 °C for 30 minutes
to eliminate any oxygen in the heating tube; (iii) heating from 300 °C to 1300 °C with a
heating ramp of 5 °C/min; (iv) dwell at 1300 °C for 3 hours; and (v) cooling down to room
temperature with a cooling rate of 5 °C/min. Based on the results obtained from the heat
treatment at 1300 °C, a design of experiment (DOE) and Taguchi method were further
implemented to study the effect of the synthesis parameters and optimize the parameters
for WC synthesis from these biopolymers.

2.1.3. Characterization
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed for the biopolymers in nitrogen
environment up to 900 °C with a heating rate of 5 °C/min to determine the carbon yield of
the biopolymers. The crystallinity and the composition of the heat-treated samples were
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy using Cu-Kα radiation (Rigaku
Ultima IV, Japan). The XRD patterns were matched with the material database of
International Centre for Diffraction Database (ICDD) for determination of the material
composition. We characterized the microstructure of the heat-treated samples using field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, S4800, Hitachi, Japan). The grain size
of the heat-treated samples was estimated from the XRD patterns using the Scherrer
equation. This equation is only valid for grain sizes smaller than 100 nm [98]. The average
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grain size D is calculated in Scherrer equation (Equation 2.1) from the wavelength of Xray λ, the Bragg angle θ, the half width of the diffraction peak B and a constant k, which is
generally taken as 1.

𝐷=

𝑘𝛼

Equation 2.1

𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

2.1.4. Design of Experiment (DOE)
Experiments for optimization of the synthesis parameters were planned using an orthogonal
array proposed by the Taguchi method. The orthogonal array provides different
combinations of parameters and their levels for each experiments. According to the
Taguchi method, the orthogonal array allows to study the entire parameter space with a
minimum number of experiments.

The synthesis parameters we studied here were

concentration of AMT, final temperature of heat treatment and the heating rate in the step
3 of the heat treatment with three levels for each as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Levels of the synthesis parameters used for the Taguchi method for synthesis
of WC from fibrous biopolymers.
Parameters

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Temperature

1100 °C

1200 °C

1300 °C

Heating rate

1 °C/min

2.5 °C/min

5 °C/min

AMT

10%

20%

50%

L9 orthogonal arrays were chosen for three synthesis parameters and three levels for each
parameter. L9 orthogonal arrays provides nine set of experiments with best combinations
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of the synthesis parameters to study the results within the entire design space. The output
signal chosen in this study was the relative amount of WC obtained after heat treatment.
The relative amount of WC was determined by Equation 2.2. For analyzing the results in
the Taguchi method, there exists three forms of signal to noise (S/N) ratio such as smallerthe-better, nominal-the-better, and larger-the-better. The larger-the-better S/N ratio was
chosen in this study, as the relative amount of WC should be highest at the optimum
conditions. For the larger-the-better condition, the S/N is determined by the Equation 2.3.
Table 2.2 details the L9 orthogonal arrays and the corresponding results. ANOVA was
used to analyze the effect of synthesis parameters on the output signal. Minitab 17 software
was used to formulate the Taguchi orthogonal array and for computation for S/N ratio at
each level of the control factors and in ANOVA analysis.

𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑊𝐶 𝑖𝑛 𝑋𝑅𝐷

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝐶 = 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑋𝑅𝐷 × 100%
Equation 2.2
𝑆/𝑁 = −10 log[𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎]
Equation 2.3
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Table 2.2: Experimental design in Taguchi L9 orthogonal array for synthesis of WC from
fibrous biopolymers.

Experiment no

Temperature (°C)

Heating rate (°C/min) AMT (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1100
1100
1100
1200
1200
1200
1300
1300
1300

1
2.5
5
1
2.5
5
1
2.5
5

50
10
20
10
20
50
20
50
10

2.2. Results and discussion
2.2.1. Carbonization of the biopolymers
We used TGA to determine the carbon yield from each of the biopolymers (Figure 2.2a).
All the biopolymers exhibited a similar trend in their carbonization: (i) weight loss due to
evaporation of water, (ii) a drastic weight loss due to thermal decomposition of the
biopolymer, and (iii) gradual weight loss due to the escape of heteroatoms from the
material. For CG paper, about 5% weight loss occurred up to 300 °C due to the evaporation
of the water adsorbed on the cellulose fibers. In the temperature range 300 °C – 380 °C,
about 85% weight loss occurred due to thermal decomposition of the cellulose and
evaporation of the volatile by-products such as levoglucosan, hydroxyacetaldehyde, acetol,
CO and CO2 [99]. Above 380 °C, a gradual weight loss with a loss rate of 0.0097%/°C is
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observed due to the escape of oxygen and hydrogen atoms in terms of CO, CO2 and CxHy
[100]. At 900 °C, the carbon yield obtained from CG paper is 4.3%. Similar to CG paper,
the BC also exhibits initial weight loss due to evaporation of water up to around 300 °C.
However, the initial weight loss for BC is around 13%. BC is known to be an excellent
water absorber material [101]. Hence, the moisture absorbed by BC is relatively higher
than CG paper, which yields a higher weight loss due to evaporation of water. In the
temperature range 300 °C – 380 °C, around 44% weight loss is observed for BC due to the
thermal decomposition of the cellulose. Further 22% weight loss occurs in the temperature
range 380 °C – 650 °C due to escape of other lighter volatile byproducts and oxygen and
hydrogen atoms [102]. At 900 °C, the BC results in a carbon yield of 20%. As seen in the
TGA results, the thermal degradation behavior of BC is significantly different than the CG
paper, although the constituent material for both cases is cellulose. The thermal degradation
behavior is known to depend of various structural parameters of the biopolymer which
includes the crystallinity, molecular weight and orientation of the fibers [103]. It has been
reported that BC exhibits higher crystallinity, better molecular arrangement and higher
purity when compared to the cellulose derived from plant [104]. This may be the reason
BC results in higher carbon yield than the CG paper. However, further study is needed to
confirm this hypothesis. The carbon yield of the CG paper and the BC is in agreement with
previous reports [105,106].
The main constituent of rice paper is starch. Hence, the TGA result of rice paper resembles
that of starch. At room temperature, starch adsorbs significant amount of moisture due to
its high hydrophilic nature [107]. Hence, around 13% weight loss can be observed due to
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the evaporation of the adsorbed water up to a temperature of 240 °C. The weight loss due
to the thermal decomposition starts around 240 °C. A steep weight loss curve can be
observed up to 350 °C followed by a gradual weight loss curve up to 600 °C. Similar to the
rice paper, the steep weight loss curve is caused by the thermal decomposition of the starch
and the gradual weight loss is attributed to the late evaporation of lighter volatile
byproducts. The carbon yield at 900 °C for rice paper is 21.4%, which is slightly higher
than starch (carbon yield ~ 15% [108]). The higher yield may be a result of other additives
used for commercial production of rice papers.
Figure 2.2b shows the XRD pattern of the carbon material obtained from the pyrolysis of
the biopolymers. The carbon from all the biopolymers are of amorphous nature. In all the
XRD patterns, weak and broad peaks centered around 2θ = 24° and 2θ = 43° can be
observed, which are the reflections of (022) and (100) planes of carbon material [109,110].
This confirms that the carbon obtained from the biopolymers is of amorphous nature.
However, the peaks for the BC derived carbon are sharper when compared to the other two
biopolymers. This again suggests the carbon from the BC is more crystalline than CG paper
and rice paper derived carbon. This is further confirmed by the Raman spectra of the carbon
samples (Figure 2.2c). Two peaks can be observed in between 1000 cm-1 and 1800 cm-1 in
the Raman spectra of each carbon sample. The peak around 1300 cm-1 is D-band, which
represents the disordered carbon present in the sample. The other peak, which is around
1580 cm-1 is G-band, representative of the crystalline planes of carbon presnet in the
sample. Hence, the ratio of the intensities of D-band (ID) and G-band (IG) represents the
degree of graphitization of the carbon sample [111]. For pure graphite, the ratio ID/IG is
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zero. Hence, lower value of ID/IG suggests higher crystallinity of the carbon material. The
ratio for BC derived carbon is 1.28, whereas the ratio is 1.48 and 1.45 for rice paper and
CG paper derived carbon. Clearly BC derived carbon shows higher crystallinity among the
three carbon samples studied here.
Carbonization of the biopolymers studied here results in a cellular structure of carbon as
shown in Figure 2.2d-f. The carbon sample derived from CG paper is a fibril network of
randomly oriented carbon fibers featuring average diameter of 5.26 ± 2.53 µm. The sample
obtained from BC is a fibril network of randomly oriented interconnected carbon fibers.
The average fiber diameter is 21.33 ± 8.96 nm. On the contrary, the rice paper yields to a
stochastic foam of carbon featuring open cells.
All the three biopolymers studied here exhibit high thermal stability; the biopolymers are
resistant to thermal degradation up to at least 240 °C. This is important for high temperature
carbide synthesis. This high thermal stability allows to retain the polymeric template of the
biopolymers during a significant portion of the calcination step [47]. This helps the
biopolymer to control the nucleation and growth of the crystalline intermediates and finally
obtain similar morphology of the biopolymer in the heat treatment process [112].
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Figure 2.2: (a) TGA, (b) XRD pattern and (c) Raman spectra of the carbon obtained from
CG paper, BC and rice paper. FESEM images of the carbon obtained from (d) CG paper,
(e) BC and (f) rice paper. All the carbon samples here were obtained by carbonization of
the biopolymers at 900 °C in nitrogen environment with a heating rate of 5 °C/min.
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2.2.2. Characteristics of WC synthesized from the AMT infiltrated biopolymers
All the biopolymers show a strong and dominant presence of WC as seen in the XRD
patterns in Figure 2.3a. No tungsten could be seen in the XRD pattern for any of the sample
derived from the biopolymers. However, peaks of W2C are present in the XRD patterns.
As suggested from the XRD patterns, the amount of W2C formed is around 9% for BC and
rice paper. On the contrary, the amount of W2C in the material derived from CG paper is
around 27%. The formation of W2C is caused by the inefficient diffusion of the carbon
atom through the metallic W particles. Such diffusion inefficiency mostly occurs for the
metallic W particles sitting on the carbon surface [113]. My hypothesis is the
microstructure of the CG paper is responsible for synthesis of the relatively high amount
of W2C than the other two biopolymers. The CG paper is comprised of cellulose fibers
with partially or completely open lumen structures. Because of the lumen structures, the
fibers in CG paper feature higher surface area. Hence, there are higher chances for more
W particle sitting on the carbon surfaces during reduction step of the heat treatment and
this results in formation of higher amount of W2C at a higher temperature. The W2C can
be further carburized to from WC by tuning the heat treatment protocol such as increasing
the temperature or using slower heating rate [114]. However, the heat-treated sample
retains the fibril structure of its precursor as seen in the FESEM image (Figure 2.3b).
Formation of hexagonal WC grains can be seen in the higher magnification images (inset
of Figure 2.3b).
Although the composition of the CG paper and BC is cellulose, BC produces 91% WC
compared to 73% in case of CG paper as suggested by the XRD pattern. The fibrils in BC
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features an average diameter of 80.09 ± 16.85 nm, which is significantly smaller than the
fiber diameter of the CG paper. Furthermore, the fibrils in BC do not feature a lumen
structure. Hence, the fibrils in BC provide less surface area for the W particles for sitting
on the carbon surface. Major reactions occur for the W particles which nucleates inside the
fibers thanks to the infiltration of AMT in the BC fibers. Furthermore, the crystallinity of
the BC derived carbon is higher than the carbon obtained from CG paper, as suggested by
the Raman spectroscopy (Figure 2.3c). This higher crystallinity ensures higher reaction
rate between the carbon derived from BC and the metallic W particles. These ensure the
complete carbothermal reaction to form WC and less formation of W2C. Figure 2.3c shows
the morphology of the WC obtained from the BC. The WC retains the fibril structure of its
precursor. The average diameter of the fibers is 177.16 ± 17.11 nm, which is almost 2 times
larger than the fibers of precursor BC. We hypothesize that the hydrophilic nature of the
BC is responsible for such increase in the diameter. BC is known to be an extremely
hydrophilic material. The water retention value for wet BC pellicle is up to 1000% of the
actual volume of the BC, whereas air-dried BC pellicle features a water retention value up
to 625% [115]. Hence, the water used for the AMT solution swells the BC fibers
significantly. However, the amount of swelling of individual fibers in the presence of AMT
is still unknown. I hypothesize that during the heat treatment, the nucleation of the
crystalline intermediates begins at such swollen conditions. Because of that, the WC
obtained through heat treatment features larger diameter than the bacterial cellulose fibers.
The rice paper lost its unique cellular structure and formed a porous structure of the
agglomerated WC particles during the formation of WC as seen in Figure 2.3d. The
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primary constituent of rice paper is starch. Starch is known to form a sol in presence of
water through hydration reaction [116]. Due to the formation of the sol, the rice paper loses
its unique cellular structure in reaction with water. Hence, here the starting material for
WC synthesis is a starch sol infiltrated with AMT solution. The carbide synthesized from
an aqueous sol precursor is expected to feature a porous structure of agglomerated grains
of carbides [53,74], which agrees to the microstructure of our final product obtained from
the heat treatment of AMT infiltrated rice paper. The average grain size of the WC
synthesized from the rice paper is estimated to be 38.76 ± 6.27 nm.
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Figure 2.3: (a) XRD pattern of the carbonaceous material obtained by heat treating the
biopolymers infiltrated with 20% AMT at 1300 °C with a heating rate of 5 °C/min in
Vacuum environment. A strong and dominant presence of WC can be seen in the XRD
patterns with a presence of W2C. No peaks for metallic W are seen in the XRD patterns.
FESEM images of the WC obtained from (b) CG paper, (c) BC, and (d) rice paper. WC
from both CG paper and BC retains the fibril structure of their biopolymers. The inset of
Figure (b) shows the formation of hexagonal WC from the CG paper. WC from rice paper
loses the cellular structure and forms a porous agglomeration of particles.
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2.2.3. Optimizing WC synthesis from CG paper
Although porous WC were synthesized from all the three fibrous biopolymers, there exists
practical challenges with rice paper and bacterial cellulose. The rice paper I used here is
commercially available rice paper. Although the main component of rice is starch, Other
additives such as protein, vitamin B6, sugar and salt are added in minor amount to the rice
starch for commercial grade production of rice paper [85]. Exact composition and quantity
of these additives are made unavailable by the manufacturer. These additives generate
impurities in the synthesized WC. These impurities may have an impact on the
macrostructural properties of the 3D shapes of porous WC, once fabricated using the rice
paper. As the composition and quantity of the impurities are unknown, the effect of the
impurities will not be possible to characterize. The possible way to determine the impurities
is to do elemental analysis of the synthesized WC from rice paper. However, elemental
analysis is out of the scope of our facility. Hence, until the exact composition of the rice
paper is characterized, it is impractical to advance towards fabrication of the 3D parts of
WC using rice paper.
The challenge using bacterial cellulose is production of large sheets of bacterial cellulose.
For a successful fabrication of a 3D shape using origami-inspired manufacturing, a
relatively large (area ≥ 5 inch × 5 inch) and thick (≥ 10 mm) sheet of bacterial cellulose is
required. It requires at least a week to produce such large sheet of bacterial cellulose. The
culture media is carefully monitored for contamination during the entire time. Although in
our lab we were successful to produce a bacterial cellulose pellicle of 1-inch diameter and
a thickness of 5 mm, we have been suffering from contamination in our lab production of
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large sheets of bacterial cellulose. Once the production of the large sheets of bacterial
cellulose will be possible, it will be feasible to fabricate 3D parts of porous WC using the
bacterial cellulose.
In comparison to rice paper and bacterial cellulose, CG paper is pure cellulosic paper and
uses a well-established paper manufacturing process for commercial production. It is easily
available from its manufacturer with compositional and microstructural details. Hence, for
practical reasons stated above, only CG paper is chosen for the production of 3D shapes of
porous WC in the origami-inspired manufacturing. Hence, I focus on CG paper for further
optimization of the synthesis conditions and study the effect of synthesis parameters on the
synthesized WC using the design of experiment (DOE).
Nine different samples were prepared according to the L9 orthogonal arrays. The relative
amount of WC was calculated from the XRD pattern of each sample and reported in the
Table 2.3. The S/N ratio for each experiment is given in Table 2.3 as well.
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Table 2.3: Results and signal to noise ratio for the experiments designed using the L9
orthogonal arrays for synthesis of WC from CG paper.
Heating

Exp.

Temperature

no

(°C)

1

1100

1

2

1100

3

rate

AMT
(%)

Amount of WC (%)
S/N
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

50

14.47

14.98

15.21

23.45

2.5

10

37.35

39.80

37.54

31.64

1100

5

20

36.06

18.01

40.33

28.27

4

1200

1

10

56.52

50.42

48.65

34.24

5

1200

2.5

20

59.40

68.58

66.58

36.19

6

1200

5

50

29.91

30.71

26.54

29.21

7

1300

1

20

55.46

63.46

69.81

35.86

8

1300

2.5

50

33.74

26.99

36.55

30

9

1300

5

10

69.53

78.54

75.54

37.41

(°C/min)

Table 2.4: ANOVA of the S/N ratios for the relative amount of WC obtained from CG
paper
Source

DF Adj SS

Adj MS F-

P-

Mean S/N ratio

value

value

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Temperature 2

75.08

37.54

17.61

0.054

27.79

33.21

34.43

Heating rate 2

3.16

1.58

0.74

0.574

31.19

32.61

31.63

AMT

2

82.99

41.49

19.46

0.049

34.43

33.44

27.55

Error

2

4.27

2.13

Total

8

165.49
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ANOVA was used on the S/N ratios to determine the significance of the synthesis
parameters on the results. ANOVA results of the S/N ratio is given in Table 2.4. The Fvalue indicates the effect of the control factor on the result obtained [117]. An F-value less
than 1 indicates minimal effect of the control factor on the result. F-value around 2
represents moderate influence of the control factor on the outcome. An F-value more than
4 suggests strong and significant effect of the control factor. From Table 2.4, it can be
observed that heating rate has an F-value of 0.74 suggesting its minimal influence on the
synthesis of WC. However, temperature and AMT have strong impact on the WC synthesis
with the F-value of 17.61 and 19.46 respectively. Similar results can be observed in Figure
2.4a-c, where the average relative amount of WC obtained from the Taguchi analysis is
plotted for each synthesis parameter.
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Figure 2.4: Effect of (a) temperature, (b) heating rate and (c) concentration of AMT on the
synthesis of WC from CG paper obtained from the design of experiment using Taguchi
analysis. This analysis is based on the crystalline phases obtained in the XRD patterns of
the heat-treated sample. (d) XRD patterns for the samples obtained using different
concentration of AMT. The inset shows the pattern zoomed in the range 2θ = 20° to 2θ =
30°, which is important to investigate the presence of any free carbon the sample. The
samples for 10% and 20% exhibit a bulging curve in that range. This indicates a significant
amount of free carbon present in both the sample.
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The amount of WC increases with increase in the synthesis temperature, which is in
agreement with previous literature [53]. The relative amount of WC does not change
significantly within the heating rate 1 – 5 °C/min, as previously indicated by the F-value.
The relative amount of WC exhibits decreasing trend as the concentration of AMT
increases. The mean value of S/N ratio for each control factor is summarized in Table 2.4.
The S/N ratio should be highest at the optimum condition, as the signal is desired to be
much higher than the noise. The highest value of the S/N ratio for each of the synthesis
parameter is indicated in bold characters. Therefore, the optimum conditions according to
the design of experiments are the following: synthesis temperature of 1300 °C (level 3),
heating rate of 2.5 °C/min (level 2) and AMT concentration of 10% (level 1).
It should be noted here that the relative amount of WC was measured considering only the
crystalline material present in the sample. The presence of any free carbon is not considered
here. In case of lower concentration of AMT, there is high possibility that significant
amount of carbon present in the matrix. Hence, we performed the experiments with the
different AMT concentrations at 1300 °C with 2.5 °C/min. The results of the XRD with
the different AMT concentrations are shown in Figure 2.4d. The XRD patterns for sample
with 10% and 20% AMT looks similar, where WC is the predominant material in the matrix
with little amount of W2C. No peaks for W were seen in either case. In both the samples
with 10% and 20% AMT, significant amount of carbon was present as indicated by the
bulge between 2θ= 20° to 2θ= 30° in the XRD pattern (Inset of Figure 2.4d). The best fit
curve to the bump seems very similar for both the samples, so it cannot be estimated which
sample contains more carbon. However, the WC peaks in sample for 20% AMT were
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relatively sharper than that of 10% AMT. The relative amount of WC is 94% for 20% AMT
while compared to 85.39% for 10% AMT. Hence, it can be inferred that in case of 20%
AMT, more WC was formed, and more carbon was consumed to form WC. With further
increase of the AMT concentration to 50%, the bump for the amorphous carbon in the XRD
pattern became flat, which suggests all the carbon was consumed to form WC. However,
metallic W became the dominant material in the sample, which is not desired. Integrating
the results from DOE and the XRD for different concentrations of AMT, we obtain the
optimum conditions for the synthesis of WC from CG paper, which are: synthesis
temperature of 1300 °C, heating rate of 2.5 °C/min and AMT concentration of 20%.

2.2.4. The effect of synthesis parameters on the grain size of WC
We used the Taguchi L9 orthogonal array to study the effect of the synthesis parameters
on the grain size of the WC. The result of the Taguchi analysis is presented in the Figure
2.5. The grain size increases with the synthesis temperature, which is in agreement with
previous reports [118]. The heating rate and the concentration of AMT have minimal
influence on the grain size of the WC. This is further confirmed by the ANOVA analysis.
The results from ANOVA is presented in Table 2.5 and the percentage of the contribution
is shown in Figure 2.5d. The F value for the temperature is 5.94 whereas F values for
heating rate and concentration of AMT are 0.77 and 0.59 respectively. Hence, temperature
is the main influencing factor for grain size. The range of heating rate is narrow here.
Within such narrow range, the effect of the heating rate on grain size is negligible, which
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is reported by previous authors [119,120]. However, the grain size of the WC is expected
to decrease with faster heating rate, because faster heating rate induces high degree of
pyrolysis of the precursor materials and allows lesser time for sintering of the particles
[121]. However, the average grain size of the WC obtained at the optimum synthesis
conditions i.e. at 1300 °C with 2.5 °C/min heating rate and 20% AMT is 58.8 ± 5.82 nm.

Table 2.5: ANOVA analysis for the grain size of WC synthesized from CG paper
Factors

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F- value

P- value

Percentage of
contribution
(%)

Temperature

2

12.95

6.47

5.94

0.144

71.6

Heating rate

2

1.68

0.84

0.77

0.565

9.27

AMT

2

1.28

0.64

0.59

0.630

7.07

Error

2

2.18

1.09

Total

8

18.09

12.06
100
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Figure 2.5: Effect of (a) synthesis temperature, (b) heating rate, and (c) concentration of
AMT on the mean grain size of WC obtained from the Taguchi analysis. The Taguchi
method uses the grain size estimated from the XRD pattern of the heat-treated sample using
Scherrer equation. (d) The percentage of contribution of each factor on the grain size of
WC obtained from the ANOVA analysis.
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2.2.5. Microstructure of the WC obtained from CG paper
The microstructure was characterized for the sample obtained through heat treatment using
the optimum synthesis parameter obtained from the DOE i.e. synthesis temperature of 1300
°C, heating rate of 2.5 °C/min and 20% concentration of AMT. The CG paper used in this
work was basically a multilayered porous matrix of tightly packed cellulose fibers with an
average diameter of 17.48 ± 3.06 µm. However, the electron microscopy revealed that the
microstructure of the fibril network on the outer layer of the heat-treated sample is different
from that in the inner layer. The average diameter of fibers forming the outer layer is 10.88
± 2.05 µm, whereas the fibers in the inner layers feature an average diameter of 15.62 ±
1.73 µm. The spacing between fibers is random, which leads to macroporosity of varying
dimensions in the range from 1.04 µm to 28.34 µm (Figure 2.6b). Higher magnification
FESEM images further show that the fibers on the outer layer are composed of WC grains
(Figure 2.7a). The lattice planes with a lattice spacing (d) of 2.5 Å can be observed in the
HRTEM image of the outer-layer fibers (Figure 2.7b), which corresponds to (100) plane
of hexagonal WC [122]. In contrast, the inner-layer fibers are composed of WC decorated
in a carbon matrix as shown in Figure 2.7c. This can be further confirmed by the HRTEM
image of the inner-layer fibers as shown in Figure 2.7e. The proportion of WC with respect
to carbon in the inner-layer fibers is 2.59 ±0.39 as characterized by EDS analysis (data not
shown). Our hypothesis is that the evaporation of water during the drying process after the
infiltration of AMT is attributed to the difference in the composition of the inner and outer
layer fibers. During the evaporation, some amount of AMT might be carried to the outer
layer by the water from the inner layers. Hence, the stoichiometry between the carbon and
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W met on the outer layer, whereas the inner layer experienced the W deficit. As a result,
WC was formed on the outer layer of the paper and a WC decorated carbon matrix was
obtained in the inner-layer fibers. However, further investigation is needed for validation
of this hypothesis.

Figure 2.6: (a) FESEM image of the sample obtained from the heat treatment of CG paper
using the optimum synthesis condition i.e. synthesis temperature of 1300 °C, heating rate
of 2.5 °C/min and AMT concentration of 20%. The WC obtained here features a porous
network of randomly oriented fibers. The microstructure of the fibers from outer layer of
CG paper differs from the fibers from the inner layer. The fibers which forms the outer
layer of the paper are shown as the outside fibers, and the fibers from the inside layers are
indicated as the inner layer fibers. (b) The pore size distribution of the fibers showing the
range from 1.04 µm to 28.34 µm.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Higher magnification FESEM image of the fibers from the outer layer
showing the porous network of agglomerated WC particles. (b) HRTEM image of these
WC particles shows the lattice planes of WC with a lattice spacing of 2.5 Å. (c) Higher
magnification FESEM image of the fibers from the inner layer of the sample showing WC
decorated in a carbon matrix. (d) HRTEM image of the inner layer fiber further confirms
this phenomenon showing WC particles surrounded by carbon.
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2.3. Concluding remarks:
In this chapter, we have presented the synthesis of porous WC materials using fibrous
cellulose and starch as the biopolymer precursor. The WC obtained from rice paper loses
the stochastic open cell cellular structure of the rice paper derived carbon. The potential
solution to retain the cellular structure like the carbon derived from rice paper is infiltrating
the carbon structure with the AMT solution instead of infiltrating the rice paper. This will
prevent the formation of the starch sol structure and the open cell structure of carbon will
minimize the amount of water absorbed by the structure. The bacterial cellulose derived
WC retained the fibril network. However, production of a large sheet of bacterial cellulose,
which is necessary for the fabrication of origami shapes, is a challenge in our laboratory
set up due to the contamination issues. Ongoing work is to monitor the healthy growth of
large sheets of the bacterial cellulose in our laboratory set up.
The results obtained from the DOE show that temperature is the most influential synthesis
parameter in the synthesis of WC. Heating rate in the range from 1 °C/min to 5 °C/min has
shown to be the least impact on the WC synthesis and grain size of WC. The optimum
conditions obtained from the results of DOE for synthesis of WC from CG paper are:
synthesis temperature of 1300 °C, heating rate of 2.5 °C/min, and 20% AMT concentration.
However, the microstructure and the composition of the fibers from the outer layer are
different from that from the inner layer. A homogenous microstructure throughout all the
layers of the CG paper can be obtained if water can be replaced by some other solvent
featuring weaker intermolecular bond strength. Other possible solution is freeze drying the
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AMT infiltrated CG paper in liquid nitrogen to replace the AMT. Ongoing work is on
obtainment of a homogenous WC material from CG paper using the proposed possible
solutions.
Our goal is to fabricate 3D complex shapes of porous carbide materials using origamiinspired manufacturing using these fibrous biopolymers. Hence, based on the current
results from the biopolymers used here, we continue our further work on shaping the porous
WC using origami of CG paper. The fabrication of 3D complex shapes in the origamiinspired manufacturing using the CG paper are detailed in the Chapter 4. The methodology
used for CG paper for synthesis as well as fabrication of 3D shapes could be applied to BC
and rice paper in future, when the practical challenges corresponding to the rice paper and
bacterial cellulose are resolved. When the fabrication of the 3D shapes using each of the
biopolymers will be feasible, the choice of the biopolymer for manufacturing of the 3D
shapes will depend on the desired application. This choice will mostly rely on the
microstructure of the porous WC derived from the biopolymers. For example, the bacterial
cellulose derived WC features smaller open pores within the fibril network when compared
to the WC derived from CG paper. Hence, bacterial cellulose derived WC can be used for
a filter application where filtration of finer particulates is necessary.
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CHAPTER 3: Carbide synthesis from biopolymer gel
composite
The second fabrication method I choose in my dissertation for the fabrication of the 3D
shapes is additive manufacturing. The additive manufacturing relies on layer-by-layer
deposition of a material. A gel-based material is a suitable candidate for such layer-bylayer deposition due to its bingham plastic nature. To obtain a gel-based material, we
choose carrageenan and chitin as the gel forming biopolymers. Carrageenan is basically
extracted from red seaweeds and widely used as a gelling agent in food processing,
pharmaceutical and cosmetic industry [46]. Chitin is derived from the hard shells of
different marine animals including shrimp, lobster and crabs, and is widely used in food
processing, pharmaceutical, cosmetics and textile industries [123]. I seek to enable the gel
obtained from carrageenan and chitin to produce 3D parts of porous WC in the additive
manufacturing platform. Hence, it is important to first optimize the conditions for synthesis
of the porous WC from the biopolymer gel.
In this chapter, I study how the precursor composition and heat treatment of a composite
of carrageenan, chitin and tungsten oxide nanoparticles must be tailored to yield a porous
WC. In this study, I first address the impact of the precursor composition and heating
parameters on the properties of the final material towards minimizing the energy and time
required for processing. I characterize the synthesized WC in terms of its grain size and
porosity. The synthesis conditions optimized here will be further used during the
fabrication of a 3D shape of porous WC using the additive manufacturing platform. The
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study presented in this Chapter is published in Ceramics International, a peer reviewed
journal [53]. I use the published article as the Chapter detailed as following.

3.1. Experimental Section
3.1.1. Materials
Iota-carrageenan (IC) (catalog number: C1138) and chitin from shrimp shells (catalog
number: C9213) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, USA. High purity tungsten oxide
(WO3) nanoparticles featuring 23-65 nm diameter were purchased from US Research
Nanomaterials, Inc (catalog number: US3540). All materials were used as received. Ultrapure water was used for the preparation of the polymer composite.

3.1.2. Experimental Method
Dried powders of IC and chitin were manually mixed in a weight ratio of 1:4 to ensure
intermolecular binding of IC and chitin [124]. WO3 nanoparticles were then added to the
powder mix to obtain a WO3:C ratio of 1:6, and vortexed for 10 minutes (Thermo
Scientific, Maximix M16710-33Q). Although a ratio of 1:4 WO3:C is theoretically required
[125], other authors have reported the need for a 1:6 ratio to ensure the occurrence of a
carbothermal reduction reaction [114]. The exact amount of WO3 to be added to the
biopolymer mix was deducted based on the carbon yield from such mix detailed in the
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results section below. Once the biopolymers and WO3 were appropriately mixed, 5 g of
this powder mixture were then added to 15 ml of ultra-pure water and manually mixed
using a spatula. The resultant material resembles a gel and will be referred to as the
biopolymer gel composite (BGC).
The BGC was heat treated at different temperatures ranging from 750 °C to 1450° C in an
alumina tube furnace (TF1400 or TF1700, Across International, USA) under a constant
nitrogen gas flow rate of 10 SCFH (Standard Cubic Feet per Hour). The heating protocol
consisted of 5 steps: (a) from room temperature to 300 °C with a heating ramp of 5 °C/min;
(b) a dwell at 300 °C for 30 minutes to eliminate the excess oxygen from the furnace tube;
(c) from 300 °C to final temperature with 5 °C/min temperature ramp; (d) dwell at the final
temperature and finally (e) natural cooling to room temperature by turning off the furnace.
The temperature and dwell duration of the final step (d) were parameters of study.

3.1.3. Characterization
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed for the IC-chitin biopolymer complex
without the nanoparticles at 1000 °C under nitrogen gas flow with a heating rate of 5
°C/min to investigate the carbon yield of such mixture. The crystallinity and composition
of the carbonaceous materials obtained after heat treatment were characterized by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy using Cu-Kα radiation (Rigaku Ultima IV, Japan).
Material correlation was performed using International Centre for Diffraction Database
(ICDD). The morphology and elemental analysis of the carbonaceous materials were
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characterized using field-emission scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi SU6600, Japan)
and energy dispersed X-ray spectroscopy (EDX, Oxford Instruments, USA) mounted on
the SEM. High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) analysis was
performed using a H9500 (Hitachi, Japan) electron microscope with an acceleration
voltage of 200 kV. Sample preparation for the TEM was performed using a Focused ion
beam (FIB) milling machine (NB5000, Hitachi, Japan). Nitrogen adsorption-desorption
was performed for the pore size distribution using Quantachrome Autosorb iQ gas sorption
analyser (Quantachorme Instruments, USA). Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method was
used for measuring the specific surface area of the resultant materials.

3.2. Results and Discussion
3.2.1. Carbon yield of water-based IC-chitin composite
The first step was to characterize the carbon yield of the water-based IC-chitin composite
in order to determine the correct amount of WO3 particles to add to the biopolymer mix to
achieve a ratio WO3:C of 1:6 and a stoichiometric reaction during heat treatment. As
illustrated in Figure 3.1, the carbon yield of this pure biopolymer composite was 7.7%
when accounting for water evaporation. Around 60% weight loss is observed within the
temperature of 100 °C which is attributed to water evaporation. A significant weight loss
is observed in the temperature range 200 °C – 400 °C, which is attributed to the escape of
volatile products caused by thermal degradation of the biopolymers [126,127]. As the
temperature increases, further gradual weight loss is observed due to the elimination of
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heteroatoms such as hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen from the carbonaceous material [128].
The biopolymers yield to a carbonaceous material having more than 90% carbon at 1000
°C which is in agreement with previous reports [128–130]. Other elements in the material
are nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen [128,130,131]. It is important to note that the carbon
yield reported above is when analyzing the water-based gel-like material. If only the weight
of the biopolymers is considered without the amount of water in the precursor gel, the
carbon yield is 30.8% which is much higher than the carbon yield of iota-carrageenan and
chitin by themselves [132,133]. Our hypothesis is that the strong intermolecular binding of
iota-carrageenan and chitin prevents the release of the carbon atoms to some extent during
the thermal degradation, which results in the higher carbon yield of the gel complex.
However, extensive study is needed to understand the thermal degradation process of such
biopolymer composite.
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Figure 3.1: TGA result when heating the water-based IC-chitin composite up to 1000 °C
in nitrogen with a heating rate of 5 °C/min. Note how a significant weight loss occurs
within 100 °C due to the evaporation of the water. Another significant weight loss can be
observed in the temperature range 200 °C – 400 °C, due to the escape of the volatile
products during thermal decomposition of the biopolymers.

3.2.2. Effect of Temperature on Tungsten carbide synthesis
The XRD patterns of the carbonaceous materials obtained from the heat treatment of the
BGC (the gel-like, water-based composite of IC, chitin and WO3 particles) at different
temperatures are shown in Figure 3.2a. Major peaks are identified at the 2θ angles of 31.7,
35.9, 48.6, 64.4 and 66.1 which are indexed to (001), (100), (101), (110) and (002) crystal
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planes of hexagonal tungsten carbide (WC) respectively (ICDD PDF number 01-0720097). The other peaks in the XRD patterns correspond to tungsten hemicarbide (W2C)
and tungsten (W) as matched to the ICDD PDF numbers 01-071-6322 and 00-001-1204
respectively. No presence of carbide was observed in XRD patterns for 750 °C and 900 °C.
At 750 °C, the peaks in the diffraction pattern correspond to WO3 and W18O49 which infers
that WO3 is partially reduced to its metastable oxide W18O49. At this state, the nanoparticles
are expected to be surrounded by amorphous carbon that resulted from the carbonization
of the biopolymers at temperatures of 350 °C – 600 °C. WO3 and W18O49 are completely
reduced by the surrounding carbon material to metallic tungsten at 900 °C. At 960 °C, the
presence of a small amount of WC along with its hemicarbide form W2C is observed,
although metallic tungsten is the dominant material present in the sample as indicated by
the XRD pattern. This indicates the synthesis reaction of WC started in the temperature
range between 900 °C- 960 °C. The intensity of the peaks for WC increases proportional
to the temperature, whereas the peak intensity of W decreases. Increasing the temperature
further results in the disappearance of metallic tungsten as observed in the XRD pattern for
1300 °C and 1450 °C. The presence of W2C hemicarbide phase also decreases with the
increase in temperature as observed by the diminishing peaks at temperatures 960 °C –
1450 °C.
To better visualize and estimate the relative proportion of WC, W2C and W phases in the
material, In/Itotal was plotted against the reaction temperature as shown in Figure 3.2b. Here
In is the sum of the peak intensities corresponding to a particular phase, WC for example,
and Itotal is the sum of all the peak intensities present in the XRD pattern. The formation of
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WC clearly improves with the increase in reaction temperature, whereas the relative
proportions of W2C and W is lowered. An increase of the reaction temperature enhances
the carburization reaction of W to form WC along with the phase transformation from W2C
to WC. At 1300 °C, the relative amount of metallic tungsten decreases down to zero which
indicates complete carburization of W. A small amount of W2C is still present in both of
the samples for 1300 °C and 1450 °C. However, the amount of W2C is less for the sample
of 1450 °C with comparison to 1300 °C and the amount of WC is proportionately higher
in the sample of 1450 °C than that of 1300 °C. We assume that at higher temperature
further carburization of W2C into WC phase will take place and WC will be the sole
material present in the sample [134]. Hence, metallic tungsten disappears from the material
at 1300 °C and WC of 98.2% purity is obtained, with W2C as the other material in the
matrix. A WC purity of 99% is obtained when heating at 1450 °C. This is significant
because when compared to current synthesis techniques, the temperature required is up to
1800 °C to obtain a carbide with up to 99% purity [135].
The presented XRD analysis is in good agreement with the theory of WC formation from
solid-solid reaction between WO3 and carbon [56]. From the TGA results in Figure 3.1, it
is evident that the IC-chitin biopolymer complex decomposes to a carbon rich material in
the temperature range 350 °C – 600 °C. This carbon excess causes a reduction of the WO3
nanoparticles to metallic W [57,136]. During such reduction, WO3 transforms into several
other oxide forms such as WO3-x and WO2. The oxygen molecules present in these oxides
react with the surrounding carbon to form carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2)
[134]. Once the reduction process is complete and the temperature is further increased
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above 900 °C, tungsten reacts with the surrounding carbon to form WC. During this
carburization process, tungsten hemicarbide (W2C) is also formed likely due to the carbon
deficiency in the reaction [56]. W2C can be further carburized to WC at higher temperature
in presence of carbon [114].

Figure 3.2: (a) Illustrative example of the XRD patterns of carbonaceous materials
obtained from heat treatment of the PCP composite at different temperatures in nitrogen
for 3 hours. At least 3 independent experiments were performed for each temperature and
reproducible results were obtained; (b) plot of In/Itotal against the reaction temperature. Note
the obtainment of a 98.2% pure WC at temperature of 1300 °C and further increase in
purity to 99% as the temperature increases to 1450 °C.
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3.2.3. Effect of Dwell Time on tungsten carbide synthesis:
The impact of dwell time at the final temperature of 1300 °C is illustrated in Figure 3.3
using the obtained XRD patterns and the proportion of W, WC and W2C in the samples.
Dwell time of zero represents the incidence when the furnace is immediately turned off
when the furnace temperature reached 1300 °C. Under this condition, a strong presence of
WC can be observed with a small amount of W2C in the sample. A significant amount of
metallic tungsten is also present in the sample along with a small amount of metastable
phase of tungsten oxide (W5O14). This indicates the incomplete reduction of WO3 to W.
As the dwell time increases to 15 minutes, tungsten oxide is eliminated, and the intensity
of the metallic tungsten is decreased in a significant amount. metallic W can be eliminated
from the material when the dwell time is of 3 hours. The use of longer dwell times only
yields incremental improvements to the purity of WC in the material, from 98.2% at 3
hours to 99% at 9 hours. Our hypothesis is that major carburization reactions between the
precursors completed in 3 hours after reaching 1300 °C and at that point there was almost
no material available for reaction in the sample. Furthermore, the energy available for
reaction remained constant, as the temperature did not increase. Hence, no significant
improvement in the proportional quantity of WC was observed after 3 hours. Hence, a
dwell time more than 3 hours does not seem to be necessary. This is beneficial because a
shorter dwell time is enough to obtain a material with small grain size, high porosity and
high specific surface area as characterized in the later sections.
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Figure 3.3: (a) XRD pattern of carbonaceous material obtained from heat treatment of ICChitin-WO3 composite at 1300 °C in nitrogen for different dwell time; (b) Plot of In/Itotal
versus dwell time. Note that a pure tungsten carbide can be obtained at the dwell time of 3
hours.

3.2.4. Microstructure characterization:
Electron microscopy was used to characterize the grain size obtained in the sample heat
treated at 1300 °C for 3 hours, as a highly pure carbide material can be synthesized at this
condition. As shown in Figure 3.4a obtained using FESEM, the microstructure is
characterized by particle agglomerates and a porous nature. The size of agglomerates
ranges from tens of nanometers to 800 nm. Further analysis using HRTEM resulted in the
characterization of the carbide particle size in the order of tens of nanometers (Figure 3.4b).
The nature of the sample was confirmed to be tungsten carbide by visualizing the lattice
fringes shown in Figure 3.4c, featuring a d-spacing of 0.25 nm that is attributed to the (100)
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plane of hexagonal tungsten carbide; and by electron diffraction (Figure 3.4c inset), which
matches with the WC lattice z-plane of [001].
Based on the results using electron microscopy, the grain size of the tungsten carbide was
estimated from the XRD patterns using the Scherrer equation (See Equation 2.1). Using
such equation, the estimated grain size is plotted for different temperatures and dwell times
in Figure 3.5a and b respectively. The grain size of tungsten carbide increases from 17.5
nm at 960 °C to 43.3 nm at 1450 °C. This supports the findings of previous authors on the
fact that grain size increases with increasing temperature [118]. In contrast, there is almost
no change in grain size with the increase in the dwell time. At 1300 °C, the grain size
remains constant at around 20 nm for different dwell time. Hence, this indicates that
temperature is a more critical parameter to control to obtain small grain sizes. Small grain
size yields better mechanical strength [137], which is essential for applications such as
structural components. Small grain size also yields higher surface area, which is
characterized here in later section.
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Figure 3.4: (a) SEM image of the synthesize tungsten carbide showing agglomerates of
the particles. (b) HRTEM image of the tungsten carbide; (c) HRTEM image of WC image
showing the lattice fringes and electron diffraction pattern at the inset. (d) Nitrogen
adsorption desorption isotherm of the tungsten carbide and the pore size distribution in the
inset. The tungsten carbide was synthesized by heat treatment at 1300 °C for 3 hours using
the heat rate of 5 °C/min.
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Figure 3.5: Grain size of tungsten carbide (a) at different temperatures and (b) for different
dwell time at 1300 °C. The grain size was calculated from the XRD data using Scherrer
formula. Note that the grain size increases with the synthesis temperature, whereas there is
no effect of the dwell time on the grain size.

The nitrogen adsorption desorption isotherm is shown in Figure 3.4d. The isotherm is of
type II and hysteresis of H3 type which confirms the formation of particle agglomerates
and open pores. The steep slope in high relative pressures (P/P0 > 0.8) also suggests the
presence of macropores (pore diameter > 50 nm) in the material. Although the pore size
ranges from 2 nm to 100 nm, most of the pores present in the material are mesopores (pore
diameter = 2 – 50 nm) as seen in pore size distribution (inset of Figure 3.4d). The total pore
volume in the material was measured to be 0.9 cm3/g. Our hypothesis is that the evaporation
of water in the early stage of heat treatment causes the large pores, whereas the escape of
gaseous material during carbothermal reduction reaction leads to the formation of the
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mesopores in the material. The BET surface area of the tungsten carbide was measured to
be 67.03 m2/g.

3.2.5. Advantages and Disadvantages
3.2.5.1. Renewable resources
The biopolymers used here as carbon precursors are inexpensive and renewable resources.
Iota-carrageenan is extracted from red algae and widely used in the food industry as a food
thickener. Although the market price varies, carrageenan (CAS 9062-07-1) is significantly
less expensive (USD$0.5/g vs. $16.45/g as retrieved from Sigma Aldrich 12/7/2016) than
mesoporous carbon (CAS 1333-86-4) used in the carbide industry. Eucheuma and
Kappaphycus are two well-known species for the production of iota-carrageenan. The
global production of these algae is around 20 million wet tons among which around 9
million tons are cultivated in developing countries [46]. The countries with major
contribution to the production of carrageenan includes Indonesia, the Philippines, the
United Republic of Tanzania, and Malaysia. In these countries, the cultivation of seaweed
has a positive socio-economic impact because of short production cycles, low capital cost
and simple farming technology that can be conducted by various members of a family.
Indeed, seaweed farming has become a source of income in coastal areas that had no
economic prospects before [138].
Chitin is the second most abundant biopolymer in nature, preceded only by cellulose. The
annual turnover of chitin is estimated to be 1010-1011 tons [139]. The major source of
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industrial chitin is the exoskeleton of shellfish disposed as waste by the shrimp, lobster and
crab industries [140]. According to the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization,
the world annual production of shrimp alone is around 9.6 million tons, including
extraction from the seas and grown in farms [141]. In terms of human consumption of
shrimp, around 40% – 50% of the total mass turns out to be waste material [142]. Extensive
research to enable the use of the otherwise wasteful shells into a useful commodity is
ongoing around the world [142,143]. Powdered chitin from shrimp shells (CAS 1398-614) can be purchased at USD$0.59/g.
A disadvantage about the use of carrageenan and chitin is the fact that their extraction from
their source involves alkali or acidic wash. For example, dried seaweed is boiled and
washed in hot alkali to eliminate the sulphate groups and the minerals from the seaweed
[144] and increase the quality of carrageenan. The production of chitin from shrimp shells
includes alkali treatment by 4% NaOH for deproteinisation and acidic treatment by 4%
HCl for demineralization [145]. Several studies are ongoing to find alternatives to the
chemical extraction method. For carrageenan extraction, the microwave heating method
reduces the use of alkali in a significant amount [146]; while for extraction of chitin, few
biotechnological methods have been developed where bacterial fermentation has been
employed for deproteinisation and demineralization [142,147]. It is also important to note
that the amount of carrageenan and chitin is much higher than the carbon black required
for the synthesis of an equivalent amount of carbide. Despite this, the production of chitin
and carrageenan demands far less energy than oil extraction and subsequent derivation of
carbon black. Furthermore, the price of oil is volatile and dependent on several variables
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which are hard to predict. Although the price of renewable carrageenan and chitin also
depend on the market, their price has been more constant and their supply stable.

3.2.5.2. Synthesis temperature
The traditional tungsten carbide synthesis methods can be categorized in three categories:
high temperature direct carburization, carbothermal reduction reaction and carburization
by gaseous hydrocarbon. The high temperature carburization involves fusion of tungsten
and carbon around 2800 °C in hydrogen atmosphere [148]. Both carbothermal reduction
reaction and carburization by gaseous hydrocarbon include the carburization of tungsten
by carbon in a temperature range 1400 °C – 1800 °C [149]. All of these traditional
processes use temperatures in excess of 1400 °C for the synthesis of tungsten carbide. Here,
we have demonstrated the synthesis of >98% pure tungsten carbide at temperatures as low
as 1300 °C. Lower synthesis temperature implies lower energy required in the process,
which together with the choice of precursors makes our process more energy efficient than
the traditional methods.
3.2.5.3. Porosity
The tungsten carbide synthesized here is mostly mesoporous and features a BET surface
area of 67.03 m2/g which is higher than the surface area of commercial grade tungsten
carbide (BET < 10 m2/g) synthesized using carbon black and tungsten precursors [95]. We
expect the porosity of the matrix to change depending on the composition of the precursor,
mixing protocols and heating ramp during treatment. Ongoing work is on understanding
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the specific impact of these processing parameters on the WC. Nevertheless, materials
having high specific surface area and porosity similar to the tungsten carbide presented
here have been used as catalytic materials [150] and for sensor applications [151]. Other
applications include energy absorbers and high temperature filters. Although tungsten
carbide with higher porosity and surface area (BET > 100 m2/g) can be synthesized using
the template method [152], where a sacrificial material in the matrix is disolved, removal
of the template generally requires washing with highly corrosive agents such as
hydrofluoric acid. The precautions taken to enable processing with such agents, together
with the cost of highly selective sacrificial materials, significantly increase processing
costs. Hence, further investigation into the process presented here can lead to materials
with high surface area which are derived using renewable materials and a less expensive,
less dangerous and more environmental-friendly process.

3.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a sustainable and environment-friendly method for
tungsten carbide synthesis from a biopolymer gel composite. The renewable biopolymercomplex was used here as the carbon source, which eliminates the use of petroleum-based
carbon precursors. Porous tungsten carbide was synthesized by heat-treating the BGC at
1300 °C for 3 hours, which is lower than the temperature used in traditional methods of
tungsten carbide synthesis. Grain size of the tungsten carbide at this condition was
estimated to be around 20 nm. Such small grain size is expected to yield high mechanical
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strength of the material. The tungsten carbide obtained here is mostly mesoporous,
although few macro-pores were present in the material. The BET surface area was
measured to be 67.03 m2/g. Such small grain size, porosity and surface area are preferable
for potential catalysts, fuel cell, structural filters and battery applications.
As stated earlier, the goal to use a gel composite for the synthesis of porous WC is to
implement an additive manufacturing platform to fabricate 3D shapes of porous WC. The
fabrication of 3D shapes of porous WC using the synthesis process presented here is
detailed in the Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4: Origami-inspired manufacturing
As discussed in the Introduction chapter, one of the manufacturing technique I use here to
shape the porous carbides is origami-inspired manufacturing. Origami is an ancient art of
paper folding, where 3D complex architecture can be fabricated from a flat piece of paper
by folding the paper along prescribed creases [28,29,27]. Traditionally, the original
purpose of origami is for recreational and artistic purpose [30]. However, in the last four
decades, origami has gained significant scientific and technological interest among the
scientific community due to its potential to fabricate numerous intricate architectural
shapes of engineering value. Utilizing the deformability and compactness of the folded
structures, origami has been employed to a wide range of applications including deployable
structures for space exploration [153,154], solar cells [155], batteries and capacitors
[156,157], biomedical devices [158,159], and energy absorption systems [160]. However,
origami folding has so far been limited to the use of paper and soft polymeric sheets [161].
There is no manufacturing technology to fabricate origami-inspired structures of resilient
engineering materials e.g. metals and ceramics. Sheet metals and composites are relatively
thick and stiff and can be bent into very simple patterns with limited property programming
potentials. Hence, there is the need for a manufacturing technique that can enable the
versatile origami shaping of the engineering materials.
In this chapter, we address a novel method to demonstrate the use of origami technique to
fabricate 3D complex shapes of WC material. To fabricate the origami shapes, I use the
pure cellulosic chromatography paper (CG) as the biopolymer precursor due to the reasons
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detailed in the Chapter 2. Before fabrication of the origami shapes of WC using the CG
paper, it is important to study the fabrication of carbonized paper first to understand the
structural geometry under heat treatment conditions. Furthermore, carbonized cellulose
paper has been shown to be an excellent material for different electrochemical applications
such sensors and batteries [162–164]. Therefore, in this chapter we first demonstrate the
fabrication of carbon origami structures using the CG paper. Later in the second part of the
chapter, we continue discussion for the origami-inspired manufacturing with fabrication of
WC origami structures using the synthesis conditions discussed in Chapter 2.
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SECTION 4.1: Origami-inspired manufacturing of fibrous
carbon shapes
In this work, we present the characterization of the carbon microstructure resulting from
carbonizing paper and a discussion of its effect on the mechanical properties of the origami
structure. Although we present results using a specific kind of cellulosic chromatography
paper, there is an immense potential to tailor the mechanical properties of carbon origami
by tailoring the microstructure of the precursor paper. We also address the effect of
carbonization on the cellulose fibers and on the origami structure in terms of structural
shrinkage. We finish by showcasing the versatility of this technique to make different
origami structures of different sizes. The use of origami-based techniques to manufacture
carbon cellular materials has excellent scalability prospects. Due to the maturity of the
paper making industry, it is possible to produce relatively inexpensive, pure cellulose paper
rolls. These could be creased and folded after optimizing continuous embossing and folding
techniques, such as those used in the manufacturing of paper bags and paper filters.
Continuous heat treatment of the folded shapes can be implemented using belt conveyor or
pusher tunnel furnaces, common in the production of tile and other ceramic pieces.
The work presented in this Section is published in Carbon, a peer reviewed international
journal [105]. The published article is used as the section for the carbon origami.
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4.1.1. Experimental section
4.1.1.1. Fabrication of carbon origami
The fabrication process consisted of four steps illustrated in Figure 4.1: 1) design of crease
pattern, 2) automatic pre-creasing, 3) manual folding and 4) carbonization. Pure cellulose
chromatography papers Fisherbrand Chromatography Paper, Cat. No. 05-714-1 with
thickness of 0.19 mm or Whatman 3MM Chromatography paper, Cat. No. 3030-6158 with
a thickness of 0.34 mm were used for this work. Although we can fabricate different
origami patterns, we focused our study on Miura-ori, a pattern that belongs to the family
of rigid origami. In this case, the facets are considered as rigid panels and creases are
considered as hinges [165,166]. The geometry of Miura-ori resembles a herringbone
pattern and consists a series of convex “mountains” and concave “valleys”. This origami
tessellation has gained much attention among the engineering communities because of its
simplicity and mechanical properties such as high specific stiffness [36,167], impact
energy absorption [168,169], and negative Poisson’s ratio [170,171]. The Miura-ori pattern
has been employed in different applications including packaging of solar panels for space
mission [172] and deformable energy storage devices [156]. The pattern can be also found
in nature in different forms such as leaves [173,174], embryonic intestines [175] and insect
wings [176].
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4.1.1.1.1. Design of crease patterns
Fig. 1a shows the crease pattern for a unit cell of a Miura-ori fold. The dotted and solid
lines in the unit cell represent the creases to create “valleys” on one side of the paper and
“mountains” on the other. The Miura-ori design used here featured 16 unit cells. A unit cell
can be defined by the design parameters h, l and α [166]. All the Miura-ori samples
fabricated here featured an α of 75° and a 3:5 ratio between h and l. Such specific ratio
resulted from fitting 16 unit cells in a square. We only varied the value of h from 3.1 mm
(1/8 in) to 15.3 mm (5/8 in) as the size of the pieces increased from 1 inch × 1 inch to 5
inch × 5 inch.
Although the focus of this paper was the Miura-ori structure, other origami structures were
studied to assess scalability and complexity of the process. We characterized the
Waterbomb base and Yoshimura origami structures. These designs also featured 16 unit
cells. The Waterbomb base unit cell was defined by the design parameter s. The Yoshimura
unit cell was defined by the design parameters x and y (Figure 4.7b and 4.7c).
Individual crease patterns for “valleys” and “mountains” for all origami structures were
designed using Solidworks (Dassault Systems, Waltham, MA, USA). Examples of valleys
and mountains for Miura-ori are shown in Figure 4.1b and c respectively. These design
files enabled the automatic pre-creasing detailed in the next section.
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4.1.1.1.2. Automatic pre-creasing
We used a modified desktop cutting-plotter machine (Graphtec CE6000-40, Japan) to
automatically pre-crease the paper and facilitate folding. We replaced the cutting blade
with an empty, generic ballpoint pen with a ball diameter of 1.5 mm. Parameters of interest
during pre-creasing included speed of movement, acceleration, number of passes and
pressing force of the pen. We defined a speed of 12 cm/s, acceleration of 0.71 m/s2, a force
of 2.16 N, and three passes as the ideal parameters to achieve the targeted creasing that will
facilitate folding of the origami tessellation. An example of the pre-creased paper for
Miura-ori in such process is shown in Figure 4.1d. Alignment of valleys and mountains
was implemented using marks that were automatically generated by the software of the
cutting plotter and printed on the paper. Pre-creased samples with any visible misalignment
were discarded.

4.1.1.1.3. Manual folding
Following Miura-ori techniques, folding was done manually to ensure facets adjacent to
the creases for the “valleys” were rotated into the paper, while the facets adjacent to the
creases for the “mountains” were rotated out of it [161]. An example of the folded paper
Miura-ori is illustrated in Figure 4.1e. As indicated in Figure 4.1e, the angle obtained after
folding, α', was smaller than designed. Hence, instead of 75° we obtained 43.75° ± 0.33°.
Five paper Miura-ori were folded for each value of design parameter h.
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Figure 4.1: Fabrication process of carbon Miura-ori. (a) Unit cell of a Miura-ori pattern.
The dotted lines represent the “valleys” and the solid lines indicate the “mountains”. The
unit cell is defined by the characteristic design paremeters h, l and α. CAD software was
used to create the crease patterns for (b) “valleys” on one side and (c) “mountains” on the
opposite side of the paper for fabrication of Miura-ori. (d) Example of a paper creased
using a modified cutting plotter. The unit cell of the Miura-ori pattern is indicated by the
dashed rectangle, compare to (a). (e) Paper Miura-ori obtained by manually folding the
creased paper shown in (d). because of manual folding, the design angle α decreased to the
folding angle α'. (f) Carbon Miura-ori obtained by heat treatment of the paper Miura-ori at
900 °C in nitrogen atmosphere. Although shrinkage occurs, the shape is conserved.
Because of the shrinkage, folding angle α' decreased to α'' for the carbon Miura-ori.
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4.1.1.1.4. Carbonization
Once folded, the paper Miura-ori origami structures were carbonized in a tube furnace
(TF1400, Across International, USA) using a well characterized protocol [177–180]. Due
to a limitation on the size of the tube, the maximum dimension of the samples was 115
mm. The carbonization protocol featured 5 steps: (1) heating from room temperature to
300 °C at 5 °C/min; (2) dwell at 300 °C for 30 min to allow the excess oxygen to escape
the furnace; (3) heating from 300 °C to 900 °C at 5 °C/min; (4) dwell at 900 °C for 75 min;
and (5) cooling down to room temperature at a cooling rate of 5 °C/min. Process was done
under a nitrogen atmosphere. An example of the resultant carbon Miura-ori is shown in
Figure 4.1f. Shrinkage occurs, which yields a sharper folding angle, α'', when compared to
the angle α' present after folding.

4.1.1.2. Characterization
4.1.1.2.1. Material characterization
The carbon miura-ori structure was characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku
Ultima

IV,

Japan)

spectroscopy to

determine

its

crystallographic

structure.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed to characterize weight loss during
carbonization in nitrogen atmosphere with a heating rate of 5 ºC/min. The microstructures
of both the precursor paper and the resultant carbon were using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, S4800, Hitachi, Japan). A thin carbon film (10 nm) was sputtered on
the precursor paper to facilitate its imaging. The microstructure of the carbonized paper
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was further analyzed by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM,
H9500, Hitachi, Japan). The pore size distribution of the carbonized paper was
characterized by image analysis of the SEM images using the particle analyzer, an inbuilt
macro in the ImageJ software.

4.1.1.2.2. Structure characterization
Following current practices in cellular materials, the structural density (ρ) of the carbon
Miura-ori structures was determined by the envelop method, which is the ratio between
the mass of the carbon Miura-ori and the total volume it occupied [181,182]. The
compression tests of the carbon Miura-ori structures were performed at a rate of 1 mm/min
to 80% strain using an Instron Single Column Testing System (Model 5944). A load cell
of 50 N was used for the compression tests. The stress-strain curve obtained in the
compression test had three distinct regions: the elastic region, post-yielding softening and
densification [183,184]. We calculated the compressive strength (σm) of the carbon Miuraori sample as the onset point of fracturing of the panels, and the elastic modulus (E) as the
slope of the elastic region of the stress-strain curve. This elastic region is characterized by
the fact that the panels can stretch away from the creases to absorb the compression force.
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4.1.2. Results and Discussion
4.1.2.1. Compressive strength and Elastic Modulus depending on structural density
The structural density (ρ) of different carbon Miura-ori structures is plotted in Figure 4.2a
for different lengths of the characteristic dimension h of a Miura-ori unit cell (see Figure
3.1a). The density decreases from 0.03 ± 0.004 to 0.014 ± 0.005 g/cm3 as h increases from
6.12 to 12.24 mm. An h of 6.12 mm is currently the smallest dimension we can fabricate
with our current setup. The density of the structure as measured with the envelope method
shows strong dependence on the length of h and hence size of the panel. This suggests that
deformation of the structure during shrinkage and possibly elimination of byproducts
during carbonization play an important role on determining the density of the carbon
Miura-ori. These mechanisms are discussed in the shrinkage section. In this current section,
we present the density values to emphasize the potential of carbon Miura-ori as a
lightweight material. The structural density of the carbon Miura-ori obtained here ranges
from 0.93% to 2% of the density of bulk glass-like carbon (1.3-1.5 g/cm3 [185]).
The results from the characterization of σm and E are shown in Figure 4.2b. As expected,
σm and E increase with the increase in density of the carbon Miura-ori. The value for σm
increased from 4.12 ± 1.29 kPa for ρ = 0.014 g/cm3 to 15.85 ± 2.21 kPa for ρ =0.03 g/cm3.
The value of E increased from 49.37 ± 6.24 kPa for ρ = of 0.014 g/cm3 to 193.83 ± 32.17
kPa for ρ = 0.03 g/cm3. Hence, σm and E are also inversely proportional to the design
parameter h. In comparison, the average compressive strength of bulk glass-like carbon is
in the range 300 – 700 MPa [186,187].
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Cellular materials, including stochastic foams, can be characterized by the dependence on
density of elastic modulus given by Gibson and Ashby’s scaling law (Equation 4.1) [188]:
𝐸 ∝ 𝐸𝑆 (𝜌/𝜌𝑆 )𝑛

Equation 4.1

where ES and ρS are the elastic modulus and the density of the solid respectively, and n is
an exponent that represents the mode of deformation, e.g. bending or stretching [189]. The
value of the constant n depends on the microstructure of the material as well as the
structural geometry which includes the cell type (open or closed), the geometrical
arrangement of the cells and the size of the cells [190]. Values of n beyond 2 represent
rapid loss of interesting properties as density increases and signifies inefficient load
transfer between the ligaments of the cellular structure [191]. Values of n less than 2
signifies better load transfer capability through the structure ligaments. A n = 1 denotes a
stretch dominated structure, which exhibits higher compressive strength and stiffness in
comparison to bending-dominant structures (n = 2) [189]. Plotting the relative elastic
modulus, E/ES, versus their relative density, ρ/ρS, shows that the Carbon Miura-ori origami
structures features a n =1.76 when considering the values for ES and ρS as 20 GPa and 1.5
g/cm3 for glass-like carbon respectively [192,193] (Figure 4.2c). This value is close to 2
which suggests a bending-dominant mechanical behavior similar to open cell cellular
materials [194]. This was expected for Miura-ori because of the random collection of 5.26
± 2.53 µm-thick fibers in the facets. Furthermore, Miura-ori in particular does not feature
any strut at its basal plane, as in the case of octet-trusses for example [195], which is a
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characteristic for stretch-dominated microlattices [196]. A n = 1.76 also means that the
carbon Miura-ori exhibits better scaling and better load transferring capability than other
cellular materials with higher values of n. For example, silica aerogel and carbon nanotube
(CNT) foams used for catalysts supports and energy storage applications respectively
feature a n = 3 [181,197]. Carbon aerogels derived through carbonization of resorcinolformaldehyde aerogel at 1100 °C feature a n = 2.7 at a porosity ranging from 80% to 95%
[198]. Metallic microlattices feature a n = 2.4 [191], while graphene foams display a n =
2.5 [199]. Hence, the carbon Miura-ori structures presented here compare advantageously
to other common lightweight cellular materials in terms of scaling and load transfer
capabilities. However, the compressive strength of the carbon Miura-ori structures (4.12
kPa – 15.85 kPa) feature less compressive strength than other structural materials with
similar density such as metallic microlattices (70 kPa – 3 MPa) [195] and carbon foam (~
50 kPa) [198]. We hypothesize that the random distribution of the open pores among the
carbon fibers and the high standard deviation of the fiber diameter are the reason for the
low compressive strength. We provide further details on the microstructure of the carbon
fibers in later scetion. Ongoing work is on using different pure cellulose films with different
microstructures. The control over smaller scales is expected to yield a significant increase
in compressive strength as recently reported by other authors [200].
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Figure 4.2: (a) Density (ρ) of carbonized Miura-ori of different sizes. At least five Miuraori were characterized for the shrinkage and the density for each value of h. The error bars
represent the standard deviation in the measurement. The red dashed line represents the
best fitted curve to the density. (b) Plots of compressive strength (σm) and elastic modulus
(E) against density of the carbon Miura-ori. The large standard deviations are attributed to
the random distribution of carbon fibers. (c) Relative elastic modulus (E/ES) of carbon
Miura-ori with comparison to other low-density materials.
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Paper manufacturing involves pulping of wood chips followed by chemical treatment of
the pulps, mechanical pressing, and drying [201]. The microstructure of paper, i.e. fiber
dimension and spatial arrangement, depends on the source of the wood pulp, pulping
method, treatment of the pulp and the mechanical pressing [202]. Different microstructure
of the paper can be obtained by controlling these processing steps. For example, fibers from
softwood feature slenderness ratio (length/diameter) ranging from 95 to 120, whereas
fibers from hardwood have slenderness ratio ranging from 55 to 75 [202]. Higher
slenderness ratio translates to a higher density of paper and lower pore size distribution.
Furthermore, paper made from thermomechanical pulping possesses 25-40% higher
porosity than that made from chemical pulping [203]. The maturity of the paper industry
represents an excellent stepping stone towards manufacturing carbon origami of tailored
properties. Once paper is obtained with specific microstructural properties, the continuous
processing for carbon origami will be enabled.

4.1.2.2. Characterizing the microstructure of carbon origami
The results from the XRD characterization of the carbonized paper (Figure 4.3) show weak
and broad peaks centered around 2θ = 24° and 2θ = 43°, which are the characteristics of
(002) and (100) reflections of amorphous carbon [109,110].
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Figure 4.3: XRD of the carbonized chromatography paper. The presence of peaks at 24
and 43° indicate amorphous carbon.
The chromatography paper used in this work was basically a collection of tightly packed
cellulose fibers as shown in Figure 4.4a. The average diameter of these fibers was 17.48 ±
3.06 µm. The carbon obtained after heat treatment is shown in Figure 4.4b. No impurities
were observed on the carbon matrix. This in contrast to significant impurities reported
when carbonizing other paper types which are not marketed as pure cellulose [164]. The
fibers shrank to an average diameter of 5.26 ± 2.53 µm, resulting on an average linear
shrinkage of fiber diameter of 69.89 ± 5.59%. The spacing between fibers is of random
nature leading to macroporosity of varying dimensions in the range from 1.56 µm to 21.71
µm (inset of Figure 4.4b).
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Figure 4.4: FESEM image of chromatography paper (a) before and (b) after carbonization
at a magnification of 600X. The arrows indicate the diameter of the fibers. Diameters were
measured for at least ten fibers in both cases. Inset of (b) represents the pore size
distribution of the open pores. The diameter of the open pores ranges from 1.56 µm to
21.71 µm. (c) High magnification FESEM image of the carbonized chromatography paper
at a magnification of 120k showing the mesoporous structure of the carbon fibers.
Representative examples of the pores are indicated by the arrows. Pore diameter ranges
from 3.15 nm to 44.78 nm as shown in the inset. (d) HRTEM image of the carbonized
chromatography paper showing the micropores in the carbon material. Examples of the
micropores are indicated by the arrows. The electron diffraction pattern in the inset shows
no ring or spot, which confirms the amorphous nature of the carbon sample.
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The mechanical properties of a material are known to depend on its microstructure [204].
Hence, the compressive strength (σm) and elastic modulus (E) of the carbon Miura-ori
would depend on the fiber composition, diameter and spacing between them. We
hypothesize that the high standard deviation in the carbon fiber diameter and random and
wide distribution of the open pores caused the high standard deviation in σm and E as seen
in Figure 4.2b. An improvement of mechanical properties is to be expected if using a fiber
matrix with smaller fiber diameter, as reported by other authors [204–206]. Use of smaller
fibers can enhance packing in the matrix, thus yielding smaller pores between fibers.
Ongoing work is on elucidating the impact of using different cellulose matrices as carbon
precursors.
The carbon fibers themselves display a wide range of open pore sizes. SEM analysis at
magnification of 120k revealed a mesoporous structure with pore diameter ranging from
3.15 nm to 44.78 nm (Figure 4.4c). TEM studies at magnification up to 500k further
suggested presence of micropores (pore diameter < 2 nm) within the fibers (Figure 4.4d).
However, at the presented scale, it is hard to identify and measure the size of the
micropores. Further studies using nitrogen adsorption-desorption will be needed to
properly characterize these micropores. Our hypothesis is that the escape of gaseous
substances during carbonization causes these micropores in the carbon material and the
compact aggregation of these material results in the mesoporous structure. This hypothesis
is in accordance with previous reports on synthesis of porous carbon from biopolymer
precursors [178,207,208]. These micro- and mesopores also contribute to the
microstructure and mechanical properties of the carbon Miura-ori. With increased micro-
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and mesopores, the carbon fibers become less dense resulting in a decrease in σm and E
[209]. We expect the micro- and mesoporosity to be increased by augmenting the
carbonization temperature. The use of carbonization temperatures up to 1000 °C has been
shown to enhance material release during carbonization and yield a material with increased
micro- and meso-porosity [210].
The electron diffraction analysis performed during TEM revealed no spots or rings that
correspond to any crystal plane (inset of Figure 4.4d). This supports the previous finding
from XRD about the amorphous nature of the carbon sample.

4.1.2.3. Structural shrinkage
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed to calculate the carbon yield of
chromatography paper. The results from the TGA are shown in Figure 4.5 and are in
accordance with other authors [211–214]. A sharp weight loss occurs between 300 °C and
380 °C, which is attributed to the thermal decomposition of cellulose in form of volatile
components such as levoglucosan, hydroxyacetaldehyde, acetol, CO and CO2 [99]. Above
380 °C, a gradual weight loss at approximately 0.0097%/°C can be observed which is
mainly caused by elimination of oxygen and hydrogen in the form of CO, CO2 and CxHy
[100]. The carbon yield at 900 °C in nitrogen atmosphere for the chromatography paper
used here is 4.4%, which is in agreement with previous reports [164]. Other types of paper,
such as printing paper and Whatman filter paper, were reported to feature a yield in the
range of 3 – 23% [99,164]. The yield of 4.4% may seem to conflict with the ~70% linear
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fiber shrinkage reported above. The theoretical linear shrinkage of the diameter of a solid
carbon fiber derived from cellulose is expected to be 79% when considering a 4.4% carbon
yield and assuming similar densities for both carbon and cellulose [215,216]. This value
can be obtained by equating the mass of a cellulose fiber per unit length (cross-sectional
area times density) with that of a carbon fiber featuring a diameter 0.044 times of the
cellulose fiber. However, such calculation does not consider the porosity of the fibers
illustrated in Figure 4.4. We expect the porosity to account for the difference between the
theoretical 79% and the observed 70% linear shrinkage. Further studies are required to
fully characterize the porosity and exact density of both cellulose and carbon fibers.
The carbon yield is expected to change according to the heating environment. Inert gases
commonly used for carbonization include helium, nitrogen, argon and forming gas
(Nitrogen and 5% Hydrogen). Su and Lua reported that the thermal conductivity of the gas
has an important role on the carbon yield [200]. They determined the convection heat
transfer coefficient of helium, nitrogen and argon using an equation correlating Nutshell
number with Prandtl number at a volume flow rate of 11.3 ml/min and an inside diameter
of 23.55 mm for the tube furnace [200,217]. At 800 °C, they calculated the convection heat
transfer coefficient of helium, nitrogen and argon to be 109.20, 18.89 and 12.79 W/m2K
respectively. This suggests that a helium environment will result in a lower carbon yield
when compared to nitrogen and argon environments. Furthermore, Dickens reported that
the use of vacuum facilitates the evacuation of carbonization byproducts when compared
to the use of inert gas atmospheres; which would translate to a lower carbon yield as well
[218]. Further work is needed to determine the convection heat transfer co-efficient of
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different gases for our system and characterize the weight loss in such heating environment
for Miura-ori.

Figure 4.5: TGA of chromatography paper with a heating rate of 5 °C/min in nitrogen
atmosphere. Around 90% weight loss occurs in the range 320 °C – 380 °C. A 4.4% carbon
yield was obtained at 900 °C.
The structural shrinkage of the Miura-ori structure is the result of processes at various
length scales: from micrometric fibers to centimetric structures. As a reference, the
carbonization of a flat piece of paper without the Miura-ori structure resulted in a curved
carbon film (see insert in Figure 4.6a). The possible reasons for such curved film include
induced pressure by the volatile products and associated swelling or blistering during the
heat treatment, and the thermal contraction that results during cooling [219–221]. We
further speculate that the random distribution of the fibers causes unequal stresses within
the fibers during carbonization. However, further investigation is needed to understand
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such phenomena. Remarkably, a paper piece of the same dimensions but shaped as Miuraori does not curve during carbonization (Figure 4.6a). Our hypothesis is that the dynamics
of the Miura-ori structure facilitates the release of thermal stress and thermal contraction
through shrinkage, which prevents it from curving. Interestingly, the amount of shrinkage
in different axis of the Miura-ori is different as shown in Figure 4.6a. We calculated
shrinkage using Equation 4.2, where LPi and LCi are the dimensions of the paper Miura-ori
and carbon Miura-ori respectively in the i-axis. Most of the shrinkage occurs on the
horizontal plane and in the direction perpendicular to the characteristic dimension h. We
denoted this direction as the Y-axis. The least shrinkage happens in the X-axis, or the
direction parallel to h. The shrinkage in X with respect to h is constant, slightly variable in
the case of Y-axis and significantly different for the Z-axis.
𝑆ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 (%) =

𝐿𝑃𝑖 − 𝐿𝐶𝑖

Equation 4.2

𝐿𝑃𝑖

The material loss during carbonization results in shrinkage of the fibers and this can be
explained by the elimination of byproducts from carbonization. We hypothesize that the
origami structure has an impact on the evacuation of byproducts. This is because the weight
of a carbonized piece of paper with the same dimension than the one used for Miura-ori
but without creasing and folding is 10–20% less than the carbon Miura-ori. During
carbonization, the decomposition of cellulose produces condense-phase product, which
evaporates. The nitrogen gas flowing in the tube aids the evaporation of the byproducts by
increasing the mass transfer co-efficient [222]. However, in the case of Miura-ori, it can be
possible that the nitrogen gas cannot reach the intricate parts of the Miura-ori uniformly.
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For example, disturbances in the laminar flow in the tube can be introduced at the folding
corners. This results in inefficient mass transfer from those intricate parts and volatile
intermediates may get enough time to crosslink and stay as a part of the solid. Therefore, a
higher mass is obtained for the carbon Miura-ori. Future work will be required to support
this hypothesis and characterize this phenomenon further.
The dynamics of the Miura-ori structure are likely to play a role in shrinkage. It is known
that a Miura-ori structure offers the least mechanical resistance in the Y-axis, followed by
the Z-axis and lastly the X-axis. The shrinkage reported here follows this trend in all
samples (Figure 4.6b). Shrinkage of the fiber network during carbonization leads to pulling
stresses that find the least resistance in the Y- and Z-axis. Shrinkage also depends on the
characteristic dimension h. As h increases, the shrinkage in Y-axis slightly decreases and
Z-axis slightly increases. The characterization of the fold angle after carbonization (α'') of
Miura-ori structures exposes the fact that α'' is directly proportional to h (Figure 4.6b).
Hence, the unit cell of a Miura-ori is elongated during carbonization and this elongation
increases as h decreases (plot of α'' in Figure 4.6b). According to the geometry of Miuraori, the dimension in Y-direction is directly proportional to α'' and the dimension in Zdirection is inversely proportional to α'' [171]. Hence, the dimension in Y-direction
increases with h resulting in decreasing shrinkage, whereas the dimension in Z-direction
decreases with the increase in h resulting in higher shrinkage. The results obtained here
suggest a plateau on the folding angle value α'' for h > 12.2 mm. However, further
experiments in a bigger furnace than ours are required to conclude on this. In order to assess
the effect of the thickness of the precursor paper, we compared the dimensions of i) paper
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Miura-ori folded with chromatography paper of 0.19 or 0.34 mm and the ii) resultant
carbon origami after similar heat treatment of both paper Miura-ori. The dimensions in
paper were similar, and the amount of shrinkage during carbonization remained the same
in all directions regardless of the paper thickness (data not shown). Since both papers
featured similar pure cellulose fibers and fiber density, our hypothesis is that the fibers
experience similar material loss and thermal contraction force during the heat treatment
irrespective of the paper thickness.
The shrinkage behavior detailed above helps explain the decreasing density of the carbon
Miura-ori as h increases. An increasing value of h means that the size of the panels of the
paper Miura-ori structure increases. This effectively decreases the density of the Miura-ori
by introducing larger voids in the structure. Furthermore, shrinkage during carbonization
results in retraction of the panels towards each other, caused by the reduction of the folding
angle as h decreases. The angle between panels in the vertical plane is 44.08° ± 7.81°. The
bigger the reduction on the folding angle is, the higher the density of the structure becomes.
Hence, small values of h yield increased values of structural density. The plateau in α'' in
Figure 4.6b results in a plateau in structural density reflected in Figure 4.2a. As mentioned
before, further experiments are needed with Miura-ori structures with h > 16 mm to validate
this observation.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Miura-ori before and after heat treatment. Note that the carbon structure
retained the Miura-ori pattern, whereas carbonization of a flat piece of paper results in a
randomly curved piece of paper as shown in the inset. Shrinkage occurs during the
carbonization. In case of carbon Miura-ori, maximum shrinkage occurs along Y-axis,
followed by X- and Z-axis. (b) Shrinkage in X-, Y-, and Z-direction for different sizes of
Miura-ori. Maximum shrinkage occurred in Y-direction followed by Z- and X-direction.
The folding angle of the carbon Miura-ori (α'') was also plotted for different sizes of Miuraori. The error bars represent the standard deviation in the measurement.
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4.1.2.4. Versatility of the fabrication process
We performed studies to elucidate the minimal dimensions achievable in different origami
structures when using the manual fabrication technique presented here. The ultimate goal
is to automate folding techniques and this initial study is aimed at identifying challenges
towards this goal. Previous authors attributed the failure of folding Miura-ori to the
occurrence of folding defects such as curl, crimps and kinks in the facets, which were due
to bending and compressive stresses exerted on the facets during manual folding [223].
Here we focused on elucidating the impact of shape complexity on the minimal origami
dimensions that are achievable by an average human folder. We studied Miura-ori,
Waterbomb base and Yoshimura (Figure 4.7) to account for different complexities. The
upper limit on dimensions was given by the diameter of the furnace tube used in this work
(120 mm). Pre-creasing was achieved across all dimensions tested here since the resolution
of the pen, 1.5 mm, was smaller than the separation between all lines.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Paper Miura-ori with different value of design parameter h. The Miura-ori
with red cross at the top represents the failed attempts. In case of a failed structure, folding
defects such as curl, crimps and kinks occurred due to bending and compressive stress
exerted on the facets during the manual folding. (b) Waterbomb base and (c) Yoshimura
were folded to characterize the effect of complexity on scalability. Unit cells of each
origami structures are shown in the inset of corresponding images and denoted by the red
dotted square in the folded paper structures.
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The complexity of the origami structure can be characterized by N, which is the ratio
between the number of crease lines and the area of paper. Miura-ori is the most complex,
with highest N, shape among the three studied here followed by Waterbomb base. This
means that for a given paper area, a Miura-ori fold features more crease lines. N can then
be related to the characteristic size of the different origami structures as given by their unit
cell. In this work, the unit cell of Miura-ori is characterized by h, the Waterbomb base by
s and Yoshimura by y. For a given length of h, s and y, a Miura-ori features a higher N.
Results (Figure 4.8) indicate that the achievable structure depends on the attempted shape
and the characteristic size of its unit cell. The minimal length of the characteristic
dimension to achieve an origami structure depends on the shape. A value of h ≤ 4.6 mm
was not achievable in Miura-ori, while values of s ≤ 3.6 mm and y ≤ 2.1 mm were not
possible with Waterbomb based and Yoshimura respectively. In other words, Miura-ori
requires the largest size of paper area among the three shapes for a specific N. A value of
N greater than 0.05 mm-2 failed for all the three shapes during the manual folding. At such
value of N, the number of crease lines per unit area of paper becomes so high that the
distance between adjacent creases becomes extremely close for manual folding. At such
condition, the fold propagates beyond the prescribed crease lines during manual folding
and interferes with other adjacent crease lines. This results in folding defects such as curl,
crimps and kinks in the facets.
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Figure 4.8: The number of crease lines per unit area of paper represents the complexity of
the origami structures. Ratio of number of crease lines over area of paper were plotted for
different sizes of Miura-ori, Waterbomb base and Yoshimura. Note that manual folding
fails over a number of crease lines to area of paper ratio of 0.05 mm-2.

The upper limit of scalability for paper creasing in our case is entirely dependent on the
capabilities of the cutting plotter used to pre-crease the paper. The cutting plotter used in
this experiment features a maximum cutting area of 375 mm × 50 m. This large cutting
area can permit large patterned sheets to be created using the pre-creasing method as long
as the features are scaled to the appropriate size. However, large sheet of paper may be
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more difficult to control, especially during manual folding of the complex origami
structures. In future large-scale manufacturing, the manual folding can be avoided by using
upcoming reprogrammable robots [224–226] or processes akin to those used in the
manufacturing of paper bags and filters [227]. This will eliminate the dependence of
dexterity of the user and likely allow for defect-free folding of the creased paper. It could
also allow for fabrication of origami shapes having N > 0.05 mm-2 and afford better control
while handling large sheets of paper. The use of embossing rollers [228–230] to automate
the continuous creasing of paper, and the use of rolling furnaces to carbonize origami
structures complement automatic folding towards large-scale manufacturing of carbon
origami. Rolling furnaces are already common practice in the manufacturing of tiles and
other ceramic parts [231].

4.1.3. Concluding remarks
In this work, we demonstrated the fabrication of lightweight, rigid carbon cellular materials
using origami techniques. We automated the pre-creasing of flat pieces of cellulosic paper
to facilitate the manual folding of origami structures. 3D complex origami shapes of carbon
were obtained after carbonization. These featured a unique hierarchical porous
microstructure as characterized by SEM and TEM. Shrinkage occurred both in the microand macro-scales during the carbonization due to the release of carbonization byproducts.
The shrinkage in the macro-scale also depended on the dynamics of the origami shape. The
carbon structures featured low density, comparable to other materials such as CNT foams
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and graphene elastomer that require more complex fabrication processes. The Miura-ori
cellular material displays a bending dominant failure under compression (n = 1.76). The
carbon Miura-ori exhibited low absolute compressive strength and elastic modulus due to
the random and wide distribution of the open pores. However, it featured better scaling of
relative stiffness when compared to other cellular engineering materials such as silica
aerogel, carbon aerogel, graphene elastomers, metallic microlattices and CNT foams. This
indicates better load transfer capability of the carbon Miura-ori when compared to these
other cellular engineering materials. The large-scale manufacturing of carbon origami is
envisioned to include embossing rollers to pre-crease the paper, automatic folding using
robots and continuous heat treatment using rolling furnaces.
We postulate carbon origami as a technique to fabricate multifunctional cellular materials.
Here we demonstrated the initial mechanical properties of carbon Miura-ori structures.
Further work is necessary to improve these properties by controlling the microstructure of
the carbon by tailoring the structure of the precursor paper and heating protocols. The use
of porous carbon in energy applications such as batteries, fuel cells and capacitors is well
known. In fact, cellulose derived carbon by itself or functionalized with metallic
nanoparticles has been shown to have excellent electrochemical responses preferable for
applications such as batteries, capacitors, CO2 reductors and fuel cells [163,232–234].
Further work to elucidate the effect of processing on the surface area and electrochemical
properties of carbon origami is necessary. Such studies will also further the use of porous
carbon for sensing [163]. The combination of the results emanating from electrochemical
and mechanical studies can lead to the development of origami structures with tailored
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mechanical, energy and sensing properties. For example, lightweight structural capacitors
and batteries that are capable to sustain a mechanical load and can monitor their
environment. The fact that such carbon material has excellent chemical inertness and can
sustain temperatures up to 500 °C under oxidative environments [235] and up to 2500 °C
in inert conditions [236] suggests their use in harsh, high temperature applications such as
structural filters in diesel engines [237] and during the processing of certain molten
materials [238].
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SECTION 4.2: Origami-inspired manufacturing of fibrous
tungsten carbide shapes
In this work, we present the fabrication of 3D origami structures of WC material by
integrating the folding technique described in the Section 4.1 with the synthesis method
discussed in the Chapter 2. As found in the Chapter 2, temperature is the most influencing
parameter for synthesis of WC from CG paper, we characterize the effect of synthesis
temperature on the composition and the grain size of WC. Further we discuss the effect of
temperature on the mechanical properties of the heat-treated Miura-ori samples. We also
address the mechanical properties of WC Miura-ori of different sizes. We point out the
place of the WC Miura-ori in the material chart among different other cellular ceramic
materials. We finish by furthering the discussion for the potential for large-scale
manufacturing of WC Miura-ori.

4.2.1. Experimental section
4.2.1.1. Materials
As mentioned in Section 4.1, pure cellulose chromatography paper (Fisherbrand
Chromatography Paper, Sigma Aldrich, Cat. No. 05-714-1) with a thickness of 0.19 mm
was used for this work. Ammonium Meta tungstate (AMT, Sigma Aldrich, Cat. No.
463922) was used as the liquid precursor for synthesis of WC as mentioned in Chapter 2.
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4.2.1.2. Fabrication of WC Miura-ori
The fabrication of the paper Miura-ori is detailed in the previous section (Section 4.1).
Briefly, the paper Miura-ori was fabricated by automatic pre-creasing of a flat piece of
paper by a modified cutting plotter machine followed by manual folding. The Miura-ori
samples fabricated here featured an α of 75° and a 3:5 ratio between h and l. Once the
Miura-ori is folded, we immersed the paper Miura-ori in a 20% AMT solution for 20
minutes to make sure the paper is inflitrated with the AMT. At this point, the folded
structures generally became almost flat beacause of the weight of the water. To reatin the
Miura-ori structure, the paper needed to be folded again. However, it is extremely
challenging to fold the paper in wet condition. Therefore, the AMT infiltrated Miura-ori
structures were taken out from the solution and dried on a hot plate at 85 °C for 1 hour to
facilitate the second folding.
Once folded, the folded Miura-ori structures were heat-treated in a tube furnace (TF1400,
Across International, USA). As mentioned in Chapter 2, the heat treatement protocol
featured 5 steps: (1) heating from room temperature to 300 °C at 5 °C/min; (2) dwell at 300
°C for 30 min to allow the excess oxygen to escape the furnace; (3) heating from 300 °C
to an elevated temperature; (4) dwell at the temperature for 3 hours; and (5) cooling down
to room temperature at a cooling rate of 5 °C/min. As temperature is the most influential
parameter for the synthesis (See Chapter 2), different final temperatures were used in step
(3) to investigate the effect of temperature on the macro-structural and compositional
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properties of the Miura-ori samples. The whole process was performed under a vacuum
atmosphere.
Furthermore, the macrostructural properties were characterized for different sizes of
Miura-ori which were heat traeted using the optimum heating conditions i.e. synthesis
temperature of 1300 °C, heating rate of 2.5 °C/min and 20% AMT concentration. As we
obtain WC as the main material at these conditions, we refer the Miura-ori samples
obtained using these synthesis conditions as WC Miura-ori. To obtain different sizes of
WC Miura-ori, we varied the value of h from 6.12 mm to 10.7 mm. An example of the WC
Miura-ori after heat-treatment is shown in Figure 4.9c.

Figure 4.9: (a) The flat piece of paper pre-creased with the cutting plotter machine. The
inset shows the unit cell of a Miura-ori. The unit cell parameters are indicated on the unit
cell. The rectangle shown by the dahsed line shows the unit cell on the precreased paper.
(b) Paper Miura-ori structure obtained after manually folding of the pre-creased paper. (c)
WC Miura-ori obatined after heat treatment of a paper Miura-ori infiltrated by 20% AMT
solution at 1300 °C with a heating rate of 2.5 °C/min in vacuum environment.
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4.2.2. Results and Discussions
4.2.2.1. Effect of synthesis temperature
4.2.2.1.1 Effect of temperature on the composition and grain size
The XRD patterns of the samples obtained from the heat treatment of the AMT filtrated
Miura-ori at different temperatures are shown in Figure 4.10a. The peaks for hexagonal
tungsten carbide (WC) are identified at the 2θ angles of 31.7°, 35.9°, 48.6°, 64.4°, 66.1°,
73.5°, 75.8°, and 77.3° which are indexed to the (001), (100), (101), (110), (002), (111),
(200) and (102) crystal planes respectively (ICDD PDF number 01-089-2727). The other
major peaks in the XRD patterns are indexed to tungsten hemicarbide (W2C) and tungsten
(W) according to ICDD PDF numbers 01-071-6322 and 00-001-1204 respectively. No
presence of WC is observed in the XRD patterns for 800 °C and 900 °C. At 800 °C, the
peaks in the XRD pattern correspond to WO3, which suggests that the AMT is reduced to
WO3. The peaks for WO3 disappear in the XRD pattern for 900 °C. However, in both the
XRD patterns, a wide peak around 2θ = 40.3 °C can be observed, which is reflection of
metallic tungsten. This suggests that the reduction of WO3 to metallic W started before 800
°C and completed at 900 °C. At 1000 °C, peaks for WC can be observed along the
hemicarbide form (W2C). However, metallic W is the dominant material in the sample at
this temperature. This indicates the carburization of the metallic W starts in between the
temperatures 900 °C – 1000 °C. The intensities of the peaks for WC increases as the
synthesis temperature increases, whereas as the peak intensity for metallic W decreases.
Finally, the peak for the W disappears in the XRD pattern for 1300 °C. However, a small
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amount of W2C is present in the sample. In all the XRD spectra, a bulging pattern can be
observed in between the angles 2θ = 20° to 2θ = 30°. Such bulging pattern corresponds to
the amorphous nature of the free carbon present in the material.

Figure 4.10: (a) XRD patterns for the heat-treated Miura-ori samples at different
temperature. (b) Relative amount of the crystalline materials present in the heat-treated
Miura-ori samples at different temperature. The relative amount was calculated from the
XRD patterns using the Equation 4.3. (c) Effect of synthesis temperature on the grain size
of WC and W. The grain size was estimated from the XRD patterns using Scherrer equation
(Equation 2.1).
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We estimated the relative proportion of the materials present in the sample using the XRD
patterns. The relative amount of each material is estimated using Equation 4.3 and is plotted
in Figure 4.10b. This proportion is limited to only the crystalline materials present in the
sample. The free carbon in the sample is not considered here due to its amorphous nature.
As the temperature increases, the relative amount of WC increases proportionately,
whereas relative amount of W decreases with increasing temperature. At 1300 °C, the
relative amount of W becomes zero, which suggests complete carburization of the metallic
W. Although the amount of W2C decreases with temperature, a small amount of W2C is
still present in the sample obtained at 1300 °C. At this temperature, the amount of WC is
96% and the rest of 4% is W2C. We expect the W2C to completely carburized to WC by
heating above 1500 °C [134]. However, we could not do test at a temperature higher than
1300 °C due to the limitation of the experimental set up.
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 =
𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑋𝑅𝐷
𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑋𝑅𝐷

× 100%
Equation 4.3

We estimated the grain size of the WC and metallic W using the Scherrer equation and
plotted in the Figure 4.10c. We did not plot the grain size for W2C, as the amount of W2C
present in the samples are insignificant compared to the amount of WC and W. Hence,
there is minimal impact of the W2C on the macrostructural properties. The grain size of
both WC and W increases with the increase of temperature. The grain size of WC increases
from 16.1 ± 8.63 nm at 1000 °C to 58.88 ± 5.81 nm at 1300 °C. The grain size of metallic
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W increases from 47.6 ± 4.22 nm at 1000 °C to 67.3 ± 2.19 nm at 1200 °C. This is expected
as higher temperature facilitates the sintering of the particles yielding larger grains.

4.2.2.1.2 Effect of temperature on structural density and mechanical properties
We characterized the structural density and the mechanical properties of the Miura-ori
obtained at different temperatures. The results for the structural density is shown in Figure
4.11a. No significant change in the structural density could be observed with increasing
temperature. By the temperature of 1000 °C, all the AMT is reduced to W and the cellulose
is decomposed to carbon. Hence, no material release occurs above the temperature of 1000
°C. In the temperature range 1000 °C to 1300 °C, the main chemical process that occurs is
the carburization of the W. Due to this compositional change, the density of the material
changes in the molecular level. However, the scale of the Miura-ori is extremely large.
Hence, the density change in the material is not realized in the structural density.
The compressive strength and the elastic modulus of the Miura-ori treated at different
temperature are plotted in Figure 4.11b. Both the compressive strength and elastic modulus
decreases proportionately with the increase of temperature. The compressive strength
decreases from 28.34 ± 1.25 kPa at 1000 °C to 20.14 ± 3.54 kPa at 1300 °C. The elastic
modulus decreases from 227.57 ± 24.72 kPa at 1000 °C to 151.82 ± 24.77 kPa at 1300 °C.
In other words, the compressive strength and elastic modulus decrease 28.93 ± 0.23% and
33.29 ± 1.61% respectively in the temperature range 1000 °C to 1300 °C. Such decreasing
trend of mechanical properties can be attributed to the grain size of the materials. The grain
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size of WC and W increases with the temperature as shown in Figure 4.9c. According to
the Hall-Petch equation, the mechanical properties of metals decrease with the increase in
the grain size. The Hall-Petch equation is also valid for ceramic material with a grain size
larger than 15 nm [239,240]. Furthermore, there is a significant amount of carbon of
amorphous nature present in the Miura-ori samples, especially in the fibers of the inner
layers as mentioned in Chapter 2. The mechanical properties of amorphous carbon also
decrease with increasing temperature [241,242]. However, it should be noted that the
standard deviation in both compressive strength and elastic modulus is significantly high.
Such high standard deviation is attributed to the random distribution of the constituent
fibers and high standard deviation in the fiber diameter.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Structural density of the Miura-ori samples obtained at different
temperatures. (b) Compressive strength and elastic modulus of the Miura-ori samples heattreated at different temperature. A Miura-ori folded from a flat piece of paper featuring
area of 3” X 3” was used here. The Miura-ori samples were infiltrated with 20% AMT
solution. The heat treatment was performed in vacuum environment using a heating rate of
2.5 °C/min. At least 4 experiments were performed for each data point. The error bar
represents the standard deviation in the measurement.

4.2.2.2. Effect of size of the WC Miura-ori on structural density and mechanical
properties
The structural density and the mechanical properties were also characterized for different
sizes of Miura-ori. To characterize the effect of different sizes, we performed the heat
treatment using the optimum synthesis conditions i.e. synthesis temperature of 1300 °C,
heating rate of 2.5 °C/min and 20% AMT concentration. As we obtain WC as the main
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material at these conditions, we refer the Miura-ori samples obtained using these synthesis
conditions as WC Miura-ori.
The structural density of the WC Miura-ori was plotted in Figure 4.12a for different lengths
of design parameter h of a Miura-ori unit cell. The density of the WC Miura-ori decreases
from 0.108 ± 0.015 g/cm3 to 0.052 ± 0.006 g/cm3 as h increases from 6.12 mm to 10.71
mm. The density of the WC Miura-ori obtained ranges from 0.33% to 0.7% of the density
of bulk WC (15.63 g/cm3) [243].
Figure 4.12b and 4.12c show the compressive strength (σc) and the elastic modulus (E) of
the WC Miura-ori samples. The σc ranges from 8.49 kPa to 44.47 kPa, and E ranges from
38 kPa to 293 kPa. In comparison, the compression strength and elastic modulus of bulk
WC ranges from 3.3 to 6.8 GPa and 600 GPa to 700 GPa respectively [244,245]. The low
values of σm and E of the WC Miura-ori are attributed to the compositional difference in
the outer and inner layer fibers (See Chapter 2), the fiber diameter and the spacing between
them [204]. Our hypothesis is a homogeneous WC matrix in all layers of the fibers will
improve the mechanical properties of the Miura-ori significantly. Ongoing work is on
tuning the synthesis process to achieve a homogeneous WC matrix throughout all the layers
of the fibers. Furthermore, the variation in σc and E from the mean line as seen in the Figure
4.12b and 4.12c respectively were result of the variation in the fiber diameters in the layers
and the random and wide distribution of the open pores as seen in Figure 2.6a.
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Figure 4.12: (a) The structural density of WC Miura-ori for different sizes. (b) The
compressive strength and (c) elastic modulus of the WC Miura-ori with respect to the
relative density of the samples. The compressive strength exhibits a scaling of 1.49 and the
elastic modulus exhibits a scaling of 1.79. The scaling suggests a bending dominant failure
mode of WC Miura-ori. (d) The comparison of the elastic modulus of WC Miura-ori
structures with different other ceramic materials.
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The compressive strength (σc) and elastic modulus (E) of cellular material follows the
Ashby and Gibson scaling law as shown below [189]:
𝜌 𝑚

𝜎𝑐 ∝ 𝜎𝑆 (𝜌 )

Equation 4.4

𝑆

𝜌 𝑛

𝐸 ∝ 𝐸𝑆 (𝜌 )

Equation 4.1

𝑆

where, σS, ES and ρS are the compressive strength, elastic modulus and the density of the
solid parent material respectively. m and n are the scaling exponents which represents the
failure mode of the material such as bending or stretching. The values of m and n depend
on the microstructure of the material, material composition and geometry of the cellular
material which includes cell type (open or closed), geometrical arrangement of the cells
and size of the cells [190]. For a stretch dominant material the value of both m and n is 1,
whereas the value of m and n for a bending dominant material is 1.5 and 2 respectively
[189]. As seen from Figure 4.10b and 4.10c, the WC Miura-ori featured an m = 1.49 and
an n = 1.79. Hence, the WC Miura-ori resembles a bending dominant failure under
compressive load similar to other open cell cellular material. This was expected as the
Miura-ori does not contain any lateral member or panel at its base to carry tensile load,
which is an important feature for a stretch dominant cellular structure [195]. However, the
scaling of the WC Miura-ori outperforms the traditional lightweight bending dominant
cellular materials such as carbon aerogel (n = 2.7), carbon nanotube foam (n = 3), metallic
microlattices (n = 2.4) and alumina foam (n = 4). Figure 4.12d shows the comparison of
the elastic modulus of our WC Miura-ori with other cellular ceramic materials such as
porous alumina [246], alumina nanolattices [247], biomorphic silicon carbide [76],
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metallic glass foam [248], and silica aerogel [197]. It can be clearly seen that other than
alumina nanolattice there is no other ceramic materials presently available in the given
density range. The elastic modulus of our WC Miura-ori is 100 times lower than that of an
octet-truss design made of alumina nanolattices fabricated by Greer and their group [247].
The octet-truss design is a stretch dominant material, which in general is capable of
carrying higher load than any bending dominant material. However, we assume obtainment
of homogeneous WC matrix in all the layers of the fibers will bring up the mechanical
properties comparable to that of the alumina nanolattices.
It should be noted here that the fabrication of alumina nanolattices involves complex and
expensive processes such as two photon lithography of the polymer scaffold, atomic layer
deposition of the alumina and plasma etching of the polymer. This makes this process
highly expensive and difficult for large scale manufacturing of ceramic cellular material.
On contrary, WC origami is simple, inexpensive and feasible for large-scale
manufacturing. The potential for the large-scale manufacturing is discussed in the section
for Carbon origami (See Section 4.1). Similar manufacturing line can be employed for
commercial production of carbide origami structure with inclusion of an added step of
infiltration. A generalized schematic of the production line is shown in Figure 4.13 for the
large-scale manufacturing of carbon and carbide origami structures.
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Figure 4.13: Proposed production line for fabrication of WC Miura-ori for large scale
manufacturing.

4.2.3. Concluding remarks
In this section, we demonstrated the fabrication of 3D complex shapes of lightweight,
cellular WC material using origami techniques. We integrated the synthesis knowledge
explored in the Chapter 2 for synthesis of WC from CG paper with the fabrication
technique described in the Section 4.1. We characterized the effect of synthesis temperature
on the composition, grain size and mechanical properties of the heat-treated Miura-ori
samples. With increase in temperature from 1000 °C to 1300 °C, decrease of 28.93 ± 0.23%
and 33.29 ± 1.61% were shown in the compressive strength and elastic modulus
respectively. This decrease can be attributed to the increase in the grain size with the
increase of synthesis temperature. As expected, the WC Miura-ori exhibits a bending
dominant failure under compression (m = 1.49 and n = 1.79). Similar to the carbon origami
structures, the WC Miura-ori structures featured low density and low absolute compressive
and elastic modulus. Higher mechanical properties are expected upon obtainment of a
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homogenous WC material throughout the whole cross-section of the Miura-ori. At a low
density, the Miura-ori exhibited better elastic modulus than other popular cellular ceramic
material at a low density except from alumina nanolattices. However, the processing of
WC is simpler, easier and cost effective when compared to the fabrication of alumina
nanolattices. Furthermore, WC Miura-ori has an immense potential for large-scale
manufacturing when compared to the other cellular ceramic materials.
Similar to the carbon origami structures, WC origami is a preferable candidate for
multifunctional material. Further work is necessary here as well to improve the material
homogeneity and mechanical properties of the WC origami structures. The use of porous
WC is well known for electrochemical applications such catalyst supports [249], fuel cells
[94], and oxygen redactors [250]. Furthermore, WC has excellent chemical stability and
high oxidation resistance. WC can sustain a temperature up to 400 °C under oxidative
conditions [251]. WC origami allows for integrating such excellent material properties of
WC with the structural properties of origami structures. Hence, such WC origami structures
may find uses in potential applications such as high temperature filters, structural filters in
toxic environments, and structural electrodes in different electrochemical devices.
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CHAPTER 5: Additive manufacturing of porous tungsten
carbide
Additive manufacturing or popularly known as 3D printing is a technology in which threedimensional objects are made directly from CAD models by layer-upon-layer addition of
material. This offers the ability to fabricate more complex geometries when compared to
subtractive manufacturing methods. Porous honeycomb structure used for filters in
automobile engines is an example that are generally manufactured using molds in the
traditional industrial process [39]. Previous work in biopolymer shaping using additive
manufacturing includes fabricating tissue to replace damaged human body parts [252].
Several biopolymers have been used for additive manufacturing, such as collagen [253],
gelatin [254], and alginate [255].
In this chapter, we present the additive manufacturing of the biopolymer gel composite
used in the Chapter 3 for synthesis of porous WC. Bingham plastic nature of the composite
allows it to be extruded and printed into various shapes at room temperature. Heat treatment
of the 3D printed biopolymer gel composite leads to 3D printed structure of porous WC.
Here we detail on the scalability and shrinkage at different stages of the process. Further
we study the effect of layer thickness on the mechanical properties of the 3D printed WC
structures. Depending on the results obtain here, we lay out a plan for fabricating 3D
printed cellular architecture to achieve high specific mechanical properties. We finish the
sub-chapter by discussing potential applications of the 3D printed porous WC structures.
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5.1. Experimental section
5.1.1. Materials
The water-based biopolymer gel composite (BGC) comprising of iota-carrageenan, chitin
and WO3 nanoparticles is used here as the WC precursor as well as the material for 3D
printing. Details of the constituents of the BGC are provided in the Chapter 3. A Taz
Lulzbot 5 3D printer along with a Discov3ry paste extruder was used for additive
manufacturing of the BGC. The designs for 3D printed parts were created in SolidWorks
(Dassault Systems, Waltham, MA, USA). Cura software was chosen to control the
parameters of the printer and run the printer. The set up for the 3D printing of the BGC is
shown in the Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The experimental set up for 3D printing of the biopolymer gel composite. The
experimental set up includes a 3D printer, a paste extruder and a 3D printing software.
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5.1.2. Fabrication protocol
The preparation of the BGC is detailed in the Chapter 3. Briefly, the iota-carrageenan and
chitin powders were mixed in a weight ratio of 1:4. WO3 nanoparticles were added to the
biopolymer powder mix to achieve a molar ratio of WO3:C = 1:6. The biopolymer- metal
oxide powder mixture is mixed using a vortex mixture (Thermo Scientific, Maximix
M16710-33Q) to obtain a homogenous mixture of the biopolymer-metal oxide
nanoparticles. Ultra-pure water was added to the biopolymer-metal oxide nanoparticle
mixture and stirred manually using a spatula until a homogeneous gel composite was
obtained. The as prepared BCG was put into a 60 mL syringe and inserted into the
Discov3ry Paste Extruder that was connected to the printer. Vinyl-Flex (NSF-61) PVC 1814 (1/8” x 1/4") tubing was attached to the syringe on one end, and a desired nozzle of 1.5
mm diameter was attached to the other end of the tube. The nozzle was then inserted into
the holder on the printer.
Using SolidWorks, the designs for 3D printing were created and exported as .stl files,
which is the CAD format suitable for 3D printers. The .stl files were imported into the Cura
software and adjusted the printing parameters such as nozzle size, printing speed, fill
density, and layer thickness. In this work, a print speed of 80 mm/s, a nozzle size of 1.5
mm and a fill density of 100% were used to print the 3D shapes of the BGC. Using a layer
thickness of 0.5 mm, cylindrical structures of different sizes were attempted to 3D print.
The designed diameter of the cylindrical structures varied from 5 mm to 15 mm.
Furthermore, effect of different layer thicknesses ranging from 0.25 mm to 1 mm was
investigated on the WC parts obtained from the BCG. To do so, cylindrical structures
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featuring a designed diameter of 15 mm were printed with different layer thicknesses. All
the cylindrical structures designed in this work featured an aspect ratio of 1. An alumina
substrate was used for 3D printing of the BGC.
After printing a design using desired printing parameters, the sample was left to dry at room
temperature for a minimum of 48 hours to obtain a BGC xerogel. The BGC xerogel was
heat treated in a nitrogen atmosphere for 3 hours at 1300 C in a tube furnace (TF1700,
Across International, USA) to obtain a 3D printed WC structure.

5.1.3. Characterization
Measurements were taken of each of the fabricated sample, BGC xerogel and heat-treated
samples using the Dino-Lite Digital Microscope (Product number: AM4815ZT). The
shrinkage was calculated using the Equation 5.1. The heat-treated sample was
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy (Rigaku Ultima IV, Japan) to
confirm the formation of WC during the heat treatment. The structural density was
calculated by the ratio of the mass of the heat-treated sample and the volume occupied by
the heat-treated sample. The compression tests of the 3D printed WC structures were
performed at a rate of 1 mm/min to 80% strain using an Instron Single Column Testing
System (Model 5944). A load cell of 50 N was used for the compression tests. We
calculated the elastic modulus (E) from the slope of the elastic region of the stress-strain
curve obtained during the compression test. The highest value obtained in the elastic region
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of the stress-strain curve was considered as the compressive strength (σ) of the 3D printed
structures.
𝑆ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 (%)

=

𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑥𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑙 𝑜𝑟 𝑊𝐶 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡
× 100%
𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
Equation 5.1

5.2. Results and discussions
5.2.1. Fabrication results
Figure 5.2a-c shows an example of the 3D printed cylindrical structure of BGC, BGC
xerogel and heat-treated xerogel respectively. It can be seen from Figure 5.2a-c that a
significant shrinkage occurred during the drying and heat treatment process. The shrinkage
occurred in BGC xerogel is due to the evaporation of the water from the gel composite.
The escape of the volatile byproducts generated during the carbonization, and the
carbothermal reduction reaction results in the shrinkage in the heat-treated samples. As
reported in the Chapter 3, WC is main material present in the heat-treated samples. This is
further confirmed here by the XRD pattern of the heat-treated BGC xerogel sample (Figure
5.2d). The microstructural properties of the WC are detailed in the Chapter 3. Briefly, the
synthesized WC features a porous network of agglomerated WC grains. The average grain
size of WC is 20.15 ± 4.99 nm and it features a BET surface area of 67.03 m2/g.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Example of a cylindrical structure fabricated by 3D printing of the
biopolymer gel composite. (b) Xerogel obtained after natural drying of the 3D printed
biopolymer gel composite. (c) The cylindrical structure of WC obtained by heat treatment
of the xerogel at 1300 °C in nitrogen environment. (d) XRD pattern of the heat-treated
sample confirming the formation of WC in the heat treatment process.

Figure 5.3a and 5.3b show the data points for the measurements of diameter and height
respectively for 3D printed BGC, BGC xerogel and WC samples. The data points referred
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to as failures in the figure reflect the challenge to obtain geometries with characteristic
dimension less than 5 mm. The BGC comes out of the nozzle continuously during the 3D
printing. Hence, as the 3D printing progresses in the vertical direction, the BGC tries to
drag the material deposited earlier. Here if the base material is strongly adhered to the
substrate, the impact of the dragging becomes insignificant. However, for smaller base
area, the overall adherence strength is much weaker. Hence, during printing at an elevated
height, the material dragging force overcomes the adherence strength at the base and fails
the printing process. Therefore, 3D printing of the cylindrical structures with a dimension
of 5 mm was not successful here. However, a cylindrical structure having 5 mm diameter
but an aspect ratio <1 may be successful. Ongoing work is to characterize the scalability in
3D printing of different structures with a varying aspect ratio. The structures with a
dimension higher than 5 mm exhibits a 3D printed dimension close to the designed
dimension. Our hypothesis is the deviation of the 3D printed dimension from the designed
dimension can be attributed to the use of a relatively large nozzle size. Smaller nozzle size
will improve the preciseness of the fabricated dimensions. However, smaller nozzle size is
more prone to clogging, which fails the 3D printing process. As mentioned earlier,
shrinkage occurs for both BGC xerogel and WC structures. Around 48% shrinkage
occurred in the diameter of the cylindrical structures during this drying process, whereas
the shrinkage in height was around 58%. We hypothesize that the use of water as the gel
forming solvent is responsible for such difference in the shrinkage of dimeter and height.
The water tends to pull down the deposited BGC because of its high density, which in result
increases shortens the height and fattens the diameter. This phenomenon is reflected in the
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xerogel dimensions showing a higher shrinkage in height than diameter. However, further
study is needed to validate this hypothesis. Additional 10% shrinkage occurred during the
heat treatment for both the diameter and height.

Figure 5.3: The results of the 3D printing of different sizes of cylindrical structures in
terms of their (a) diameter and (b) height showing the shrinkage occurred in the case of
BGC xerogel and WC with respect to the designed dimensions.

5.2.2. Effect of layer thickness on the mechanical properties of the 3D printed WC
Fill density and layer thickness are the two most important parameters, which are
responsible for the mechanical properties of 3D printed parts [256]. Here in this work, we
characterized the effect of layer thickness on the structural density and the mechanical
properties of the 3D printed WC cylindrical structures. 100% fill density was used for 3D
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printing of the cylindrical features. The results are presented in the Figure 5.4. No change
was observed in the structural density of the 3D printed WC parts with the change of layer
thickness. This is because net volume of the cylindrical structures does not change with the
layer thickness. Further, the layer thickness only changes the number of layers required to
achieve a specific height of the part. Although, the amount of material deposited for each
layer is different for different layer thickness, the net amount of material required to build
a specific structure remains almost same for different layer thickness. Hence, the density
of the structure remains unchanged irrespective of the layer thickness. The constant density
the 3D printed structures featured was around 0.48 g/cm3, which is only 3% of the density
of bulk WC material (density of WC =15.72 g/cm3 [4]).
As expected, the layer thickness has a significant impact on the elastic modulus and
compressive strength. For an increase in the fabricated layer thickness from 0.25 mm to
1mm, the elastic modulus increases from 2.02 ± 0.31 MPa to 3.22 ± 0.45 MPa and the
compressive strength increases from 196.34 ± 38.16 kPa to 477.89 ± 3.7 kPa. This is
because with increasing layer thickness, each layer feature higher homogeneity which leads
to uniform molecular bonding strength. This results in higher resistance to the compressive
stress, leading to higher mechanical properties [257]. However, the molecular bond
strength increases with the decrease in the layer thickness below a certain layer thickness.
Hence, below that threshold layer thickness, the mechanical properties of the 3D printed
parts are expected to increase with decreasing layer thickness [257]. In general practice,
lower layer thickness is desired in 3D printed parts to minimize the surface roughness
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generated by the stacking of the layers. Furthermore, lower layer thickness yields to a better
dimensional accuracy of the 3D printed part [258].

Figure 5.4: (a) Effect of layer thickness on the density (ρ) of the 3D printed WC cylindrical
structures. The layer thickness does not have any effect on the density of the 3D printed
WC material. (b) Effect of the layer thickness on the elastic modulus (E) and compressive
strength (σ) of the 3D printed WC cylindrical structures. The error bars represent standard
deviation in the measurement. At least 3 experiments were performed for each data point.
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Based on the results obtained here for solid cylindrical structures, future work will include
fabrication of lightweight cellular structures of porous WC which can exhibit high
mechanical properties at a low structural density. This work will include the study the
impact of 3D printing of BGC for different cellular structures featuring varying number of
nodes and varying width of each strut. A design of experiment will be implemented to
understand the effect of the parameters of the nodal geometry such as number of nodes,
strut width, and thickness on the mechanical properties of the 3D printed WC structures.

5.3. Concluding remarks and practical challenges
Here we presented the fabrication of 3D shapes of porous WC by additive manufacturing
of a biopolymer gel composite following by natural drying and heat treatment in inert
atmosphere at 1300 °C. The drying and heat treatment result in a significant shrinkage of
the 3D printed parts because of evaporation of the water and escape of volatile byproducts
respectively. As expected, the layer thickness of the 3D printed part has a strong impact on
the mechanical properties of the 3D printed part. The mechanical properties increase with
the increase in the layer thickness. However, larger layer thickness is not desired in 3D
printing to minimize the surface roughness and achieve a better dimensional accuracy of
the fabricated part.
Theoretically, numerous complex shapes can be fabricated in additive manufacturing. Few
examples of different other complex shapes of 3D printed WC are shown in the Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Different complex shapes fabricated by the 3D printing of WC. (a) A stepped
cylindrical structure of 3D printed WC. (b) A hexagonal honeycomb structure of 3D
printed WC. (c) A rectangular honeycomb structure of 3D printed WC.

However, our system has several limitations in the shape complexity. One of the important
limitation is inability to fabricate overhangs and suspended structures. As water is used
here as the gel forming solvent, it makes the gel relatively heavy. Because of this, the
material deposited to print an overhang or suspended feature falls due to absence of any
support structure and fails the attempt to fabricate overhang structure. It is challenging to
fabricate high aspect ratio inclined trusses due to the same reason. Possible solution is to
replace water as the gel forming solvent by another solvent featuring a low density and a
considerable solubility in water. In that case, it might be possible to fabricate overhang and
suspended structures and high aspect ratio inclined trusses. However, long overhangs or
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suspended structures will not be possible in this system without using any support
structures, which is a limitation of deposition based additive manufacturing system [259].

Figure 5.6: (a) 3D printed sample showing no deviation between the structure’s foundation
and the horizontal substrate; (b) Xerogel obtained after natural drying of the 3D printed gel
composite showing the concave deformation that occurred during the drying process. This
is indicated by deviation between the outline of the structure’s foundation and the
horizontal substrate.

The substrate used for the 3D printing has an important role on the final shape of the 3D
printed structures. In Figure 5.2b, a larger diameter was achieved at the base of the structure
in the BGC xerogel, when an alumina substrate was used. Such larger base diameter was
further replicated in the WC structures. This is because the alumina substrate features larger
grain size and rough surface finish, which enhances the adherence of BGC with the
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substrate [258]. The higher adherence restricts the shrinkage of structure at the base during
the drying process, resulting in larger diameter on the base. A different phenomenon
occurred when a polycarbonate substrate was used. A concave deformation at the base was
observed after drying of the 3D printed BGC as seen in Figure 5.6b. This deformation may
have been due to the surface tension of the gel on the polycarbonate substrate. The contact
angle after fabrication in Figure 5.6a appeared to be perpendicular. Hence, the concave
shape at the base drying suggests that the post-fabrication contact angle should have been
obtuse for the sample to rise to a perpendicular orientation once the solvent had evaporated.
Further study is needed to fully understand the causes of the deformation with respect to
printing substrate and material solvent.
The 3D printed WC structures can be useful as a candidate for multifunctional material.
Further work is necessary here as well to solve the issues with the shape complexities.
However, porous WC has shown to perform remarkably in different electrochemical
applications such catalyst supports [249], fuel cells [94], and oxygen redactors [250].
Furthermore, WC has excellent chemical stability and high oxidation resistance. WC can
sustain a temperature up to 500 °C under oxidative conditions [251]. Integrating such
interesting material properties with the freedom of fabricating 3D complex shapes makes
3D printed WC structures a suitable candidate in different applications such as lightweight
structural material, structural electrodes in electrochemical applications and filters for
harsh environments.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The dissertation has presented an origami-inspired manufacturing and an additive
manufacturing platform for the fabrication of 3D complex shapes of porous carbides using
different biopolymer precursors. The origami inspired manufacturing used a pure cellulosic
chromatography paper due to its ability to be creased and folded into different 3D origami
shapes. A water-based gel composite featuring iota-carrageenan, chitin and WO3
nanoparticles was used to fabricate the 3D parts in the additive manufacturing platform,
which utilized the capability of layer-by-layer deposition of the gel composite. Use of the
biopolymeric precursors has been demonstrated for the first time to fabricate 3D complex
shapes of carbide materials. The methodology used here to obtain the 3D shapes of porous
WC from the biopolymers was: (1) infiltrate the biopolymer with tungsten precursor, (2)
shape the tungsten precursor infiltrated biopolymer using origami or additive
manufacturing depends on the biopolymer form, and (3) heat treatment of the 3D shapes
of the precursor materials to obtain porous WC. The porous WC obtained after the heat
treatment retained the 3D shapes of the precursor materials, although a significant
shrinkage occurred. The shrinkage depends on the precursor material as well as the
geometry of the 3D parts. This biopolymeric route affords several advantages: (1)
Carrageenan, chitin and cellulose are three of the most abundant biopolymers in the nature.
Till now, the use of these abundant biopolymers has been limited to mostly food
processing, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries. Here for the first time, these
biopolymers were used for production of engineering ceramic materials, which expands
use of these abundant biopolymers. (2) The use of the biopolymers yielded a synthesis
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temperature of 1300 °C to obtain a WC with a purity >96%. This is advantageous when
compared to a temperature >1400 °C required in the industrial synthesis approaches. (3)
The biopolymers yielded a WC grain size ranging from 20 nm to 60 nm, which is
advantageous when compared to a grain size >100 nm obtained in the industrial production
of WC.
The origami-inspired manufacturing has been demonstrated here, for the first time, for the
fabrication of 3D complex shapes of carbonaceous materials including carbon and WC.
The method presented here expands the horizon of the versatile origami-inspired
manufacturing. The 3D origami shapes of the carbon and WC fabricated here featured low
density. For example, both carbon and WC Miura-ori fabricated here featured a density
less than 1% of the density of bulk glassy carbon and WC respectively. Although the
absolute value of the mechanical properties of the carbon and WC Miura-ori samples were
significantly lower than their corresponding bulk monolithic material, they exhibit
advantageous scaling of the elastic modulus with the density when compared to other
lightweight cellular materials. Another advantage of the origami-inspired manufacturing
over the fabrication methods of other lightweight cellular materials is its immense potential
for large-scale manufacturing using the existent industrial infrastructure.
The main contribution for the additive manufacturing is the fabrication of a 3D shape of
porous WC which starts with 3D printing of a biopolymer gel composite. The technique
presented here integrates, for the first time, the knowledge of 3D printing of a gel-like
material to the synthesis of a carbide material. The cylindrical structures of porous WC
fabricated in the additive manufacturing platform featured a density <3% of the density of
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bulk WC material. The effect of layer thickness was characterized here on the mechanical
properties of the 3D printed porous WC material when a 100% fill density was used for 3D
printing. The elastic modulus and compressive strength exhibited an increasing trend with
the increase in layer thickness. However, the additive manufacturing process exhibited
deformability of the final shape of WC parts, which was mainly attributed to the use of
water as the solvent material. The future work includes replacement of the water with an
alternative solvent material to form the precursor gel which can felicitate fabrication of
cellular architectures for achieving higher mechanical properties at a low structural density.
The manufacturing techniques presented here marry the interesting material properties of
porous WC with the structural properties of the 3D architecture. This makes these 3D
structures of porous WC a suitable candidate for multifunctional material. For example,
WC exhibits high chemical inertness in corrosive environment. Hence, the 3D architecture
of the porous WC can be used as a structural filter material in harsh environments. Other
potential applications of the 3D architectures of porous WC include structural batteries and
capacitors, high temperature filters and lightweight structural material.
The work presented in this dissertation opens different directions for future work. The
future works from this dissertation need to be addressed are:
(1) The proposed applications of the 3D shapes of the porous carbide shapes need to be
validated experimentally. For example, the impact of the 3D architectures needs to be
characterized in terms of their electrochemical properties such as capacitance,
electrochemical sensitivity and areal current density over a porous WC film or WC
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powders. This will validate the application of the 3D shapes of the porous carbide as a
suitable candidate for structural batteries and fuel cells.
(2) The design parameters of a 3D architecture have a significant role on the mechanical
properties of the 3D architecture. A parametrical study is needed to exploit the design
parameters of the 3D architectures to achieve a higher mechanical properties/weight ratio.
(3) Although the elastic modulus and compressive strength of the 3D shapes of porous
carbide materials were characterized in this dissertation, the behavior of the porous carbide
under compressive load is still not well understood at the microstructural level. For
example, in case of an origami structure, it is currently unknown what happens to the
constituent fibers under compressive load. Do the fibers slips over each other to
accommodate the compressive strain or break immediately? Do the fibers break at the grain
boundaries or break randomly? What is impact of the spatial distribution of the fibers in
terms of the load distribution under compressive stress? Hence, it is important to
understand these microstructural behaviors to understand the macrostructural properties of
the 3D shapes. Future work includes study of the microstructural behavior under
compression and build a numerical model based on the study. This model will help to
predict the mechanical properties of a 3D shape, when WC with different porous
microstructure will be used to fabricate the 3D shape.
(4) The heat treatment process itself is still under investigation. For example, how different
heating parameters such as temperature, heating rate, heating environment and cooling rate
will affect the structural deformability and shrinkage of the 3D structures is still not well
understood. The orientation of the 3D shapes inside the furnace during the heat treatment
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process has also shown to have significant impact on the density of the 3D shapes. The
explanation is not clear for such cases. Hence, extensive studies are needed to understand
effect of the heat treatment conditions on the 3D shapes of the carbide materials.
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